To: ALL MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL
You are summoned to attend the Full Council meeting to be held via Zoom at 6:30pm on
Wednesday 24th March 2021, using the following link:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84316043181?pwd=TzFTT3NwUExIbWJKS2J6NkVzb0xsZz
09
Meeting ID: 843 1604 3181
Passcode: 856971
The Agenda for the meeting is set out below.

Mrs Tracey Bell
Clerk to Morpeth Town Council
19th March 2021
OPEN SESSION
The Chair to invite members of the public present to put questions to or draw relevant
matters to the attention of the Council, prior to commencement of business. This is for a
period of 20 minutes overall and is limited to 3 minutes per person.
AGENDA
1.

Committee Chairman’s Announcements
•
•

2.

Usual rules about recordings apply.
Usual rules regarding the use of mobile phones apply.

Mayoral Announcements
•
•

All mayoral activities have been suspended due to the new government
restrictions.
The Mayor is in the process of organising more online fundraisers. There may
also be outdoor fundraising events in May 2021, government guidelines
permitting.

3.

Apologies for Absence

4.

Declarations of Interest
Members to inform the Chairman of Committee of any Declarations of Interest for
matters set out within this agenda.

5.

Minutes of the Meeting of Full Council held on Wednesday 20th January 2021
To approve the minutes of the above meeting, see appendix A.

6.

Matters Arising from previous committee meetings
There are no matters arising on this occasion.

7.

Items Referred from Other Committees and Working Groups
Finance and General Purposes
i.

Final Accounts - Year End Procedures
Resolution:
a) To approve the Internal Audit Policy and Risk Assessments, see appendix B,
and,
b) To approve the Annual Treasury Management Policy – 2022/23, see
appendix C.

Planning and Transport
i.

Morpeth Conservation Area Boundary Review
Resolution:
a) To approve the Conservation Area Boundary Review, see appendix D.

8.

Boundary Review Update
Members are provided for information with a letter received from the Northumberland
County Council Deputy Chief Executive, see appendix E.

9.

Northumberland County Council (NCC) Covid Grant/Business Rate Relief
Members to discuss making representation to NCC for a discretionary solution to
businesses excluded from current government provisions.

10.

Representatives on Outside Bodies
Reports are attached, see appendix F.

11.

Strategic County Councillor Updates
Members are provided for information with the County Councillor updates, see
appendix G.

12.

Local Council Issues
Members are asked to consider any issues to be brought to the attention of the next
Local Council meeting.

13.

Exclusion of Press and Public – Council members are invited to consider
passing the following Resolution:
"That under Section 100A (4) of the Local Government act 1972, the press and
public be excluded from the meeting during the disclosure of the following
items on the agenda as they involve the likely disclosure of exempt i
information as defined in Part 1 of schedule 12A in the 1972 Act as indicated
below."
Issues concerning: Staffing

Appendix A

MORPETH TOWN COUNCIL
Minutes of the Full Council Committee Meeting
held on Wednesday 20th January 2021 at 6:30pm Via Zoom
Present:
Councillors:

D Bawn
- Mayor
N Bawn
N Best
A Byard
J Gebhard
R Hogg
J Parreira
R Wearmouth (arriving at 6:59pm)

Clerks:

Mrs T Bell
Miss K Carter

- Town Clerk
- Democratic Services Assistant

Absent Councillors:

Councillor L Cassie
Councillor A Tebbutt
Councillor J Tebbutt
Councillor D Herne
Councillor K Holmes
Councillor R Thompson
Councillor J Wearmouth

- Personal
- Personal
- Personal
- No Apologies Received
- No Apologies Received
- No Apologies Received
- No Apologies Received

1 member of the public was also in attendance.
Open Session
There were no members of the public present who wished to ask a question on this
occasion.
150/20

Committee Chairman’s Announcements
•
•

151/19

Usual rules about recordings apply
Usual rules regarding the use of mobile phones apply

Mayoral Announcements
•

All mayoral activities have been suspended due to the new government restrictions.
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•

152/20

There will be a Valentines Day themed fundraiser in February 2021 on Facebook to
raise money for the Mayor’s chosen charity.

Declarations of Interest
The Chairman received no declarations of interest on this occasion.

153/20

Minutes of the Meeting of Full Council held on Wednesday 25th November 2020
The minutes of the above meeting were approved as a true record.
RESOLVED
(i) Information duly noted.
(ii) That the Minutes of 25th November 2020, a copy of which had been previously
circulated to each Member, be approved, and signed as a correct record by the
Chairman.

154/20

Matters Arising from Full Council held on Wednesday 25th November 2020
There were no matters arising on this occasion.

155/20

Items Referred from Other Committees and Working Groups
Finance & General Purposes
i.

Budget 2021/22
Cllr D Bawn, Chairman of the F&GP Committee, presented the 2021/22 Budget for
consideration.
Cllr Byard queried why there is no budget under the Carlisle Park toilets heading.
The Clerk advised that all of the toilet budgets had been consolidated under one
heading.
Cllr D Bawn read out the following resolutions:
a) To Approve the Draft Budget for 2021/22 as recommended by the Finance and
General Purposes Committee, see appendix B, and to
b) Formulate a Resolution to levy a Precept to Northumberland County Council, for
the Financial Year 2021/22.
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A vote was taken: 8 For, 0 Against and 0 Abstention

RESOLVED
(i) That the Draft Budget 2020/21 and the medium term financial plan be adopted by
Full Council.
(ii) That a Precept be levied on NCC representing a 2% increase.
156/20

Boundary Review Update
Members were provided for information with an update regarding the above review.
Cllr D Bawn informed members that this had been discussed at the Northumberland
County Council (NCC) Full Council meeting on the 6th January 2021.
He reported that proposals of the review of the Hebron boundary had been approved,
Mitford boundary had not been approved, and Hepscott boundary had been partially
approved. The South Fields estate will remain in Hepscott parish.
He advised members that there had been some confusion at the meeting as the boundary
changes would not be implemented until 2025.
Cllr Hogg enquired if Cllr Sanderson had objected to the boundary review.
Cllr D Bawn advised that Cllr Sanderson had objected to the review of the Hepscott
boundary.
Cllr Best enquired whether officers had made any recommendations.
Cllr D Bawn advised that the recommendations had been included in the report. He also
reported that as a result of the parish boundary review County Councillors had wanted to
recommend a review of the county boundary.
Cllr Best also queried if the local elections were postponed would this affect the
implementation of the boundary review.
The Clerk informed members that she had queried the 2025 implementation date as NCC
had reassured her that the review would be administered in 2021.She advised that she
had received a letter from Kelly Angus, Deputy Chief Executive, which offered no
clarification as to why the review had been pushed back to 2025, even though all
deadlines had been met by the Town Council so that the review could be implemented
before the elections in 2021. The Clerk has emailed to ask for clarification why this is the
case.
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She also advised that the letter that she had received had implied that NCC had no
obligation to inform the Town Council of any changes. Moving forward, NCC will set up a
working group so that in future if there is another parish boundary review, participants can
be kept informed.
Cllr Hogg suggested that there had been an irregularity during the process. The purpose of
the review had been lost. As this is a legal process Cllr Hogg suggested that we challenge
NCC’s approach.
Cllr Best also suggested that this issue should be pursued as there was a lack of
justification for officer recommendations.
The Clerk advised that she had enquired about the submissions that NCC had received
but had not been given a response.
Cllr Gebhard suggested that a representative of the Town Council should have been
invited to speak at the meeting to provide clarification.
The Clerk advised that she had been informed that the Town Council was not allowed to
speak at the meeting.
RESOLVED
(i) Information duly noted.
(ii) To include the letter received from NCC at the next Finance and General Purposes
meeting on the 3rd February 2021.
(iii) The Clerk to draft a formal letter to NCC to raise the above issues and ask for
clarification of the recommendations and circulate to the Councillors present for
comments.
157/20

Representatives on Outside Bodies
Members were provided for information with the Outside Organisation reports.
RESOLVED
(i) Information duly noted.
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158/20

Strategic County Councillor Updates
Members were provided for information with the County Councillor updates.
Cllr D Bawn informed members that a flood alert had been received for Morpeth and the
flood defences had been implemented and worked effectively to deter a flood.
He also advised members that the Telford Bridge roundabout will be repainted within the
next couple of weeks. The Mafeking roundabout is also undergoing resurfacing works.
The Clerk advised that works on the new leisure centre will commence on the 7th February
2021.
Cllr Byard asked for an update on the Local Transport Plan (LTP) and if resurfacing works
on First Avenue in Stobhill had been included.
Cllr D Bawn advised that it had not been published yet as NCC’s budget had not been
approved yet.
RESOLVED
(i) Information duly noted.
(ii) Cllr D Bawn to check if First Avenue had been included in the LTP.

159/20

Local Council Issues
Cllr Hogg enquired when NCC will inform members of the public if the local elections will
be postponed.
Cllr D Bawn advised that notice of election will be posted on the 29th March 2021. Legally
elections will be called after this date.
The Clerk advised that a letter will be posted this week to encourage members of the
public to apply for a postal vote.
Cllr R Wearmouth provided the following updates:
•
•
•
•

Works at the new leisure centre are progressing and should beginning week
commencing the 8th February 2021.
The works on car park at the old Goosehill school site are progressing.
Works on the Curly Kews will begin shortly, the railings will be repaired, and an anti-slip
coating will be added to the road to prevent future accidents.
Footpaths in Kirkhill are undergoing some repairs. This includes Postern Crescent,
Crawhill Crescent and Woodhill Drive.
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Cllr Byard enquired if there had been any update on the roundabout at the NHS Health
Centre.
Cllr R Wearmouth advised that there is no update as of yet, but himself, the Clerk and
County Councillors are chasing the developers for a response.
Cllr Hogg enquired about the new estate at Lancaster Park.
Cllr R Wearmouth advised that there had been no update, but that the developers had
included traffic lights rather than a roundabout at the junction of the new estate.
Cllr D Bawn advised that a meeting had taken place with the developers to discuss
installing a roundabout instead of traffic lights, unfortunately they are not interested.
Cllr Hogg advised that the South Field estate will be undergoing works on the two estate
entrances and the two bus stops will also be finished. These works will be completed
within four weeks.
RESOLVED
(i) Information duly noted.
Cllr R Wearmouth arrived at 6:59pm.
The meeting concluded at 7:05pm with Councillors A Byard, D Bawn, N Bawn, N Best, J
Gebhard, R Hogg, J Parreira, and R Wearmouth.
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Appendix B

Internal Audit Policy Document
Background
The Internal Auditor is appointed by the Council to review its governance and
financial procedures. This is done by inspecting the books, vouchers and
documents of the Council. The auditor needs to be satisfied that the accounts are
correctly prepared and show a true and fair view of the financial affairs of the
Council.
True = that the accounts are properly based on facts and correctly include the
financial effect of the transactions which the Council has undertaken during the
year.
Fair = the financial effects as summarised in the accounts give the reader a
balanced understanding of the activities undertaken during the year and of the
financial position of the Council at the year end.
View = in forming this “view” the auditor should be satisfied that judgements
made during the year are prudent and reasonable, the accounting policies
selected have been consistently applied, and that all unusual items or events are
clearly explained. Unusual would include items which are exceptional in amount
or are not usually undertaken by the Council.
Conduct of the Audit
The conduct of the audit is a matter for the internal auditor. Full Council must
approve the Annual Governance and Accountability Return (AGAR) before the
30th June 2021. The Finance & General Purposes Committee will scrutinise the
AGAR and associated information prior to its approval at Full Council. Once this
has been completed then the AGAR will be submitted to the External Auditors.
Rules
It is important before the audit that the auditor be in possession of copies of
Standing Orders. There are two principal objectives of the audit:
▪
▪

To enable the auditor to certify that the statement of accounts to be
presented, as far as the auditors can determine, correct
To certify the annual return.

MORPETH TOWN COUNCIL

Audit Programme – (Audit Checklist)
A written programme of work has been prepared (Attached Appendix A), this will
be undertaken by the nominated auditor, as per the Review of the Effectiveness
of Internal Audit document, who will carry out sufficient tests to satisfy
themselves that this represent a true and fair record of the state of the Councils
affairs. This is normally done by forming a view from the results of tests on
representative samples. Morpeth Town Council has identified the following 3 key
areas to be covered by risk assessment in addition to the scrutiny of the income
and expenditure:
▪
▪
▪

Creditors
Debtors
Payroll

Attached Appendix B, C, D

FINANCE AND GENERAL PURPOSES 3RD
FEBRUARY 2021
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MORPETH TOWN COUNCIL - INTERNAL AUDIT CHECK LIST

Internal Control

Test

Proper Bookkeeping

* Is the cashbook maintained and up to date - OMEGA
* Is the cashbook arithmetic correct - OMEGA
* Is the cashbook regularly balanced - OMEGA

Standing Orders

* Has the Council formally adopted standing orders
* Has a Responsible Financial Officer been appointed

Payments controls

* Are payments in cashbook supported by invoices etc
* Has VAT on payments been identified, recorded, reclaimed
* Is s137 expenditure separately recorded and within statutory limits

Risk Management

* Do the minutes record the council carrying out an annual risk assessment
* Is insurance cover appropriate and adequate
* Are internal financial controls documented and regularly reviewed

Budgetary Control

* Has the council prepared an annual budget in support of its precept
* Is actual expenditure against budget regularly reported to Council
* Are any significant variances explained

Income Controls

* Is income properly recorded and promptly banked
* Does the precept recorded agree to notification
* Are security controls over cash adequate and effective

Petty Cash Procedures

* Is petty cash recorded and supported by VAT invoices / receipts
* Is petty cash expenditure reported to each Council meeting
* Is petty cash reimbursement carried out regularly

Payroll Controlls

* Do salaries paid agree to those approved by Council
* Has PAYE / NIC been properly operated as an employer

Assets Controls

* Does the council keep an asset register of all assets
* Do asset insurance valuations agree to those in the asset register

Bank Reconciliation

* Is there a bank reconciliation for each account
* Is the bank reconciliation carried out regularly on receipt of statements
* Are there any unexplained balancing entries

Year End Procedures

*Are year end accounts prepared on the correct accounting basis
* Do accounts agree to cashbook
* Is there an audit trail from financial records to accounts
* Where appropriate have debtors and creditors been properly recorded

Full Council 20th March 2019

✓
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Ctrl
Obj

Creditor 2020-21 Risk register and Audit programme

Control Objective

Risk
Ref

FINANCIAL PROCEDURES

1

The responsibility for raising orders is
defined

Risk Mitigation Procedures/Controls in
Place Actual Control

Residual
Risk Per
Matrix 1-9

9

All orders to be processed by the
Administration Officers and signed off by
the appropriate Manager

3

Review Financial Regulations and
confirm that they specify the
responsibility for the raising of orders

Test

2

Unauthorised amendments could lead to All amendments to arrangements for the
a breakdown in controls and give rise to ordering of goods and services should
fraud or misappropriation.
be approved by the appropriate Officer.

9

All amendments need to be recorded
and signed to provide a full audit trail

3

Check that all amendments were
appropriately authorised.

1

Any amendments to orders already
Unauthorised amendments could be
raised should be performed by an
made after the order had been made and
employee independent of the one first
agreed by the budget holder.
raising the order.

4

Only appropriate manager can amend
details

1

part of the audit process

2

Failure to number orders could lead to
fraudulent orders being raised together.

All orders should be numbered
consecutively and uniquely.

7

Orders are logged sequentially.

3

Confirm each order is unique and
consecutive.

Lack of detail could lead to incorrect
goods and servives being purchased

Orders should include all appropriate
details regarding the nature of the goods
and services etc.

1

Financial regulations should specify
responsibility for the raising and control
of orders.

Inherent
Risk per
Matrix 1-9

Without formal written instruction,
responsibilities may not be understood
clearly

Only approved orders are placed

The official order should be completed
with all the relevant details

Expected Control

1

ORDERING

2

Area of Risk

7

3

Confirm in each case that the order
shows sufficient detail in respect of:

3

Check in each case that the order shows
sufficient detail in respect of:

(a) the company's name and address;
(b) any account reference number;
(c) who raised the order i.e. contact
name and number;
(d) the nature of the service and goods
requested
(e) the amount of any VAT payable,
including the VAT rate;
(f) order is broken down to show
individual items and are priced
accordingly;
(g) any payment terms are stated;
(h) The financial code to be debited

(a) the company's name and address;
(b) the account reference number;
(c) who raised the order i.e. contact
name and number;
(d) the nature of the service and goods
requested
(e) the amount of any VAT payable,
including the VAT rate;
(f) order is broken down to show
individual items and are priced
accordingly;
(g) payment terms are stated;
(h) The financial code to be credited

All orders should be checked upon
receipt to ensure that they are correct
any discrepancies should be logged and
reported immeditaley to ensure the
errors can be corrected.

3

The delivery note should be checked
against the original order to ensure all
items match. Any discrepancies need to
be reported to the company immediately
and the appropriate action taken with
regard to returning items not required or
chasing items which are missing.

3

Regular audit of the process to ensure
compliance

3

All invoices are checked, and verfied by
the Clerk prior to payment being made.

3

On a monthly basis, payments are
verified to invoice, remittance slip and
authorisation of payments list.

RECEIPT OF GOODS AND SERVICES

4

Only goods and services correctly
ordered are accepted and approved

1

Goods and services not correctly
All staff should be aware of the
procured could lead to the Council being
appropriate procedures
liable for payment

7

1

Insufficient knowledge could lead to
invoices being paid incorrectly

All staff are aware of the correct
procedures to follow.

8

2

Bogus invoices could be passed off and
payments made fraudulently

All staff are aware of the correct
procedures to follow.

7

1

Poor procedures could lead to invoices/
information being lost or misplaced

All staff are aware of the correct
procedures to follow.

7

INVOICE APPROVAL & PAYMENT
5

Payments are made inaccordance with
financial regulations

CONTROL/ SECURITY
Documents and records are protected
6
against loss and unauthorised access.

All staff have appropriate training on the
policies and procedures
An original invoice on headed paper
(photocopies should not be accepted
unless a search slip is attached) should
be provided by the debtor. Details
should include: Name and address of the
debtor; Details of the goods and services
provided; Quantities of goods/services;
Value of the invoice; A breakdown of
VAT; and VAT registration number where
applicable
All invoices need to be securely stored in
the appropriate files so they can be
inspected at audit
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Control Objective

Risk
Ref

Area of Risk

Morpeth Town Council
Expected Control

Inherent
Risk per
Matrix 1-9

Risk Mitigation Procedures/Controls in
Place Actual Control

Residual
Risk Per
Matrix 1-9

9

The Deputy Town Clerk (DC) and
Clerical Officer (CO) have the
responsibility to raise invoices for goods
and services at month end.

3

Review Financial Regulations and
confirm that they specify the
responsibility for the raising of sundry
debtor accounts

9

Only the Town Clerk can make
amendments / corrections in the system
and a full audit trail is produced.

3

Check that all amendments to the
arrangements for the collection of debts,
including computer programs, were
authorised by the Clerk.

9

On opening the post either the
administrative assistant or the office
manager will record cheque payments
into SAGE Accounts. Should a
customer come into the office to pay any
member of staff will receipt the payment.

3

Review Financial Regulations and
confirm that they specify the procedure
and responsibility for the receipt of
payments.

FINANCIAL PROCEDURES

1

2

1

Without formal written instruction,
responsibilities may not be understood
clearly

2

All amendments to arrangements for the
Unauthorised amendments could lead to
collection of debts, including computer
a breakdown in controls and give rise to
programs, should be approved by the
fraud or misappropriation.
Clerk.

1

Otherwise there would be no formal and Financial regulations should specify the
approved arrangement for the collection procedure and responsibility for the
of monies due to the organisation
receipt of payments

The responsibility for raising sundry
debtors accounts is defined

There is a clearly defined procedure
for the receipt of payments.

Financial regulations should specify
responsibility for the raising and control
of sundry debtor accounts.

#

RAISING DEBTS

3

Only bona fide accounts are raised

1

Unauthorised amendments could be
made after the account had been
inspected and agreed by the budget
holder.

Any amendments to accounts already
raised should be performed by an
employee independent of the one
responsible for first raising the account.
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4

Only the TC / DC can amend details

1

Test
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4

Control Objective

Risk
Ref

Accounts are sent out appropriately.

1

Details on debtors accounts are
complete and appropriate

1

Area of Risk

Accounts could be held back or altered
inappropriately.

Morpeth Town Council
Expected Control

Accounts should be sent out by an
employee independent of the one
responsible for inputting the account.

Lack of detail could lead to non-payment Debtors accounts should include all
or a delay in the payment being made.
appropriate details regarding the raising
department, nature of the debt etc.

Inherent
Risk per
Matrix 1-9

7

Risk Mitigation Procedures/Controls in
Place Actual Control

DC / CO raise invoices together at
month end and invoices are posted out
immediately thereafter

7

Residual
Risk Per
Matrix 1-9

1

3

5

6

The value of accounts are correct and
appropriate.

1
2

7

Debtor accounts are raised and
despatched promptly.

The organisation should have a clearly
defined policy for the provision of goods
and services, the costs of which should
be reviewed annually.
Calculations should be checked by a
Errors or omissions may go undetected.
second employee for correctness
Discrepancies in billing values could
arise.

Customers are not allowed 'credit' if
they already have debts outstanding
with the organisation.

9

10

There is adequate security regarding
computer access.

2

5

The DC and CO enter invoices together

5

Debtor invoices are raised monthly after
the month end.

5

Confirm that the debtor accounts were
raised and despatched as soon as
possible after the service or goods were
provided.

3

Confirm by observation that a debtors
blacklist is maintained.

2

Obtain details of who may access the
computerised debtors system and at
what access level. Confirm with the TC
that each user's access and level of
access is authorised and in accordance
with their duties.

1

Once a debt is allowed to age, the
chances of recovery are reduced.

Debtors accounts should be raised as
soon as possible after the
goods/services have been provided.

7

1

Further debts could be allowed to build
up for debtors who have failed to pay
previously.

Blacklists' should be maintained showing
bad and doubtful debtors in order that no
further debts are allowed to accrue.

7

1

Without this control, it cannot be
ensured that accounts are
raised/updated only by authorised
employees.

System passwords should be in place to
ensure that only authorised employees
have access to the appropriate parts of
the system.

7

1

Otherwise there would be insufficient
separation of duties

Access to the computer’s facility which
allows debts to be cancelled or writtenoff should be restricted to an employee
independent of the one responsible for
raising the account

5
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Confirm in each case that the debtor
account shows sufficient detail (i.e. for
effective recovery action) in respect of:
(a) the debtor's name and address;
(b) the account reference number;
(c) who raised the account i.e. contact
name and number;
(d) the nature of the debt i.e. the service
or goods provided;
(e) the amount of the debt and VAT
payable, including the VAT rate;
(f) methods of payment available;
(g) payment terms are stated;
(h) The financial code to be credited
(i) The details of goods or service
recorded on the debtor account agrees
to the details recorded by the
service/goods provider i.e. is in line with
directorate's charging policy, Is
supported by documentation, Is checked
as being correct
(j) The debtor account was raised for the
right amount

All charges are reviewed annually and
are included in OMEGA accounts which
performs the calculations as to the
number of units to be charged.

COMPUTER SYSTEM
Accounts are only raised and updated
by employees authorised to carry out
these functions.

Confirm by observation that accounts
are sent out by an employee
independent of the one responsible for
inputting the account.

4

DEBTORS BLACKLIST
8

Test

Only the TC has access to the
maintenance part of the system. All
members of staff have their own unique
passwords for system access.

5

Confirm that debtors accounts were
raised for the right amount
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10

11

Control Objective

There is adequate security regarding
computer access.

There is a clearly defined procedure
for the receipt of payments.

Risk
Ref

Area of Risk

Morpeth Town Council
Expected Control

2

Access to the write-off, credit and cancel
Otherwise unauthorised access could be
facilities should be password protected
gained.
adequately.

1

If there is inadequate separation of
duties, the collector could
misappropriate payments received and
suppress recovery action or falsify
records to hide this action.

Employees responsible for collecting
payments should have no involvement in
the issuing, administration or recovery of
debts

Inherent
Risk per
Matrix 1-9

9

Risk Mitigation Procedures/Controls in
Place Actual Control

Only the TC has access to the
maintenance part of the system

7

Residual
Risk Per
Matrix 1-9

Test

1

Confirm that access to the following
facilities is password protected
adequately: a) credits; b) cancellations;
and write-offs.

1

Review employees' access rights to the
debtors' computer system and confirm
that there is adequate separation of
duties (i.e. employees responsible for
receiving payments cannot also action
write-offs, cancellations, etc).

CREDIT MEMOS
Select a sample of credits, cancellations
and write-offs and confirm that:

12

Only bona fide write-offs and
cancellations are actioned.

1

Requests for credits, cancellations or
Otherwise sums owing could be reduced
write-offs should be certified by an
inappropriately.
authorised employee

9

Only the TC has access to the write-off
system. Write-offs are to be presented
to Finance & GP for approval..

1

a) they were signed as approved by
authorised signatories;
b) in each case a written request
supports the transaction;
c) there is evidence that the
executive/spending department was
involved in the decision;
d) the financial codes noted on the
orginal debtor account were adjusted to
reflect the transaction;
e) the debtor account details have been
updated to indicate the action taken.

13

All accounts are updated appropriately
to record payments, refunds, write offs
and cancellations

14

Financial codes are updated correctly
to take into account write-offs, credits
and cancellations.

15

There should be a laid down policy for
the treatment of outstanding and bad
debts.

1

Select a sample of accounts for which
adjustments have been made
(cancellations, refunds, etc.) and confirm
that in each case the original financial
code was adjusted appropriately.

Accounts are presented to Members

1

Select a sample of accounts for which
adjustments have been made
(cancellations, refunds, etc.) and confirm
that in each case the original financial
code was adjusted appropriately.

9

Debt recovery is carried out by DC procedures are in place

3

Obtain a copy of and review, the
organisation’s debt recovery procedure.

Debts will not be recovered promptly

Debts should be referred for recovery
action if payment is not received within a
specified period after the reminder is
sent out.

9

Monthly review of outstanding debt by
DC

3

Confirm that where the reminder failed
to obtain payment, effective recovery
procedures were invoked.

Without a specified procedure, there
would not be a consistent treatment of
bad debts

Financial regulations should specify the
procedure and responsibility for the writeoff of bad debts.

9

Regular review of accounts to stop the
build up of debt

3

Select a sample of accounts written-off
and confirm that they were written-off in
accordance with financial regulations.

1

The accounts would not reflect the true
income position.

The income codes credited originally
should be debited by the sums writtenoff.

1

The wrong department or section could
bear the cost of the write-off in error.

Reductions in accounts should be
reflected by an equal reduction in the
financial codes that were used when the
accounts were raised

7

1

Inconsistencies may arise for the
collection and recovery of amounts
owing.

There should be clearly defined and
circulated procedures for the recovery of
debts. These should include reminder
periods.

1

1

DEBT RECOVERY

16

Debts are pursued satisfactorily
WRITE OFFS

17

There should be a procedure for the
treatment of outstanding and bad
debts.
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Ctrl
Obj

17

Control Objective

There should be a procedure for the
treatment of outstanding and bad
debts.

Risk
Ref

2

Area of Risk

Debts could be written off without
satisfactory authorisation.

Morpeth Town Council
Expected Control

Financial regulations require debt writeoffs to be agreed by the Clerk.

Inherent
Risk per
Matrix 1-9

Risk Mitigation Procedures/Controls in
Place Actual Control

9

Residual
Risk Per
Matrix 1-9

3

Test

Select a sample of accounts that have
been written-off from the debtors'
computer system. Confirm that for each
case written and authorised approval is
on file and that the write-off was
actioned promptly.
Select a sample of credits, cancellations
and write-offs and confirm that:

18

Transactions are supported by
adequate/appropriate documentation.

All amendments made to accounts (for
refunds, write-offs, cancellations or
credits) should be supported by an
authorised written request.

1

Otherwise there would be no proof that
the amendment made was authorised.

1

Reconciliations between accounts
Debtor accounts could be adjusted to
should be undertaken to ensure that
show them as paid when in fact the sum
both systems have been updated by the
due was not received.
same values.

9

Only TC has access to the amendment
function within OMEGA.

1

CONTROL TOTALS

19

The organisation’s accounts are
updated to record the payments
received

20

An independent reconciliation is
undertaken to confirm that written-off
sums agree to the approved lists for
write-off.

Debts are pursued satisfactorily

22

Payees are aware of who to make
their payments to and the payment
reference to quote.

OMEGA System in use

1

By enquiry and observation, confirm that
a daily (or suitably regular) reconciliation
is carried out between the debtors'
computer system and the financial
information system.

3

Ascertain whether a check is carried out
periodically to ensure the total value of
credits, cancellations and write-offs
agrees to independent records of
authorised transactions.
Confirm, where appropriate, that
reminders were sent out within the
specified period after the debt was
raised. Copy letters are retained on file
as evidence.

1

Otherwise unauthorised write-offs etc
could be made without detection

Periodically (e.g. half yearly) an
independent employee should confirm
that the total written off, cancelled and
credited agrees to the respective
authorised documentation supporting
the transactions.

1

Unpaid debts will not be collected
promptly.

Reminders should be sent out at
appropriate intervals.

7

DC issues reminders monthly

1

1

If this is not provided, funds may not be
identified or payments could be
misappropriated.

Debtors accounts should state pay-in
references and that cheques should only
be made payable to the organisation.

3

Cheques to be made payable to Morpeth
Town Council OMEGA Invoice carries
this message/instruction

1

1

Cheques may not be recognised as
belonging to the organisation

4

Cheques to be made payable to Morpeth
Town Council

1

5

Information printed on invoice

3

REMINDERS
21

7

7

PAYMENTS

23

All cheques are made payable in the
name of the organisation.

2

The debtor account should advise that
cheques should be made payable only to
the organisation.
The debtor account should advise that
The cheque could be misappropriated by
cheques should be made payable only to
the employee receiving the payment.
the organisation.
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a) in each case a written request
supports the transaction;
b) they were signed as approved by
authorised signatories;
c) they were written off in accordance
with financial regulations;
d) there is evidence that the
executive/spending department was
involved in the decision;
e) the financial codes noted on the
original debtor account were adjusted to
reflect the transaction;
f) the debtor account details have been
updated to indicate the action taken
g) the write off was actioned promptly
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Ctrl
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Control Objective

Risk
Ref

Area of Risk

Morpeth Town Council
Expected Control

For every payment received there
should be an entry on the cash
receipting system or supporting
documentation from the bank, post
office, etc.

24

There are records to support all funds
received.

1

2

Inherent
Risk per
Matrix 1-9

9

It would not otherwise be possible to
Reconciliations should be undertaken to
confirm that the money received agreed confirm that the total amount recorded
to the amount paid by debtors.
as having been paid in against debtor
accounts (i.e. cash office records plus
bank/post office paying in slips) agreed
to the amounts actually received (per the
financial information system and bank
statements).

9

Unless reconciled independently,
misappropriated funds may not be
identified

9

The reconciliation should be carried out
independently of the employees involved
in the collection procedure
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Risk Mitigation Procedures/Controls in
Place Actual Control

OMEGA payments recorded by Admin
Asst

OMEGA will only allow P.I. Full or part
payment on system

Residual
Risk Per
Matrix 1-9

Test

1

Ensure that there is a satisfactory
system for recording every payment
made via: a) in-house collectors; b) Giro
bank/ post offices; and c) the bank.

1

Review a sample of accounts where
payments have been made, e.g. debt
factor. Confirm that the amount recorded
as collected is agreed to the collectors'
manual collection records.

1

Appendix C Debtors 2020-21: Risk Register and Audit Programme
Ctrl
Obj

25

26

Control Objective

The organisation’s accounts are
updated to record the payments
received

Payments are made against the
correct financial codes.

Risk
Ref

27

Expected Control

1

The debtors and financial information
The correct value of the accounts would systems should be updated to show
not be shown by the computer systems. amounts paid in at banks, post offices,
etc.

2

Misappropriated funds would not be
detected.

3

The money paid in against debtor
accounts may not agree to the sums
shown in the organisation’s account

1

Payments could be made against the
wrong financial code.

1

If an account is not paid in full, the
Manual calculations could result in errors
system should calculate automatically
or inappropriate amendments.
the amount still owing.

PART PAYMENTS
Any remaining sums due after part
payments are made are calculated
automatically

Area of Risk

Morpeth Town Council

The system should be updated by an
employee independent of the collection
procedure.
The total paid directly into banks, should
be agreed regularly to the organisation’s
bank statements
The cash receipting system should
validate codes on entry and post
accounts with incorrect codes to
suspense
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Inherent
Risk per
Matrix 1-9

Risk Mitigation Procedures/Controls in
Place Actual Control

9

TC and DC confirm income during bank
reconciliation to OMEGA

Residual
Risk Per
Matrix 1-9

1

7

1

9

1

4

OMEGA Accounts stores control code
information

7

OMEGA records any part payment and
reviewed monthly by DC

Test

Ensure that both the debtor and the
financial information systems updated to
show the amounts paid in via: a) inhouse collectors; b) Giro bank/ post
offices; and c) the bank.
Confirm that the systems are updated by
an employee independent of the
collection procedure.
Confirm that the total amount paid-in to
the bank or via Giro is agreed on a
regular basis to the bank statement.

1

1

Select a sample of accounts where part
payments have been received thereby
resulting in a balance outstanding.
Check that the remaining balance is
correct.

Appendix D Payroll 2020-21: Risk Register and Audit Programme
Control Objective

Risk Ref

Expected Control

Morpeth Town Council
Key

Area of Risk

Inherent
Risk per
Matrix 1-9

Risk Mitigation Procedures/Controls in Place

Residual
Risk Per
Matrix 19

Test

ESTABLISHMENT
1

Pay and related costs should be incurred only in
respect of staff employed currently in authorised posts.

1

The organisation’s establishment structure (with the
number and grades of posts) should be authorised by
the Town Clerk annually following the adoption of the
Budget.

Y

Without some control over the authorisation of the
establishment, posts may be created and fraudulent
payments made.

9

Structure and Grades are approved by Finance & GP.
Annual grades are authorised by TC.

3

Select a sample of posts and verify contract of
employment against grade.

2

Persons on the payroll system should be bona fide

1

Regular periodic checks should be undertaken to
ensure the validity of the payroll.

Y

Fraudulent employees may be created.

7

Only 6 members of staff on Payroll - therefore very
easy to spot "ghost" entries.

3

Examine the payroll list monthly before payment is
made.

3

The organisation should comply with all Inland
Revenue Regulations

1

The payroll system should not allow payments to be
made to an employee unless their record shows a tax
code, national insurance number and code.

Y

Tax and national insurance deductions will not be
made at the correct rate.

9

NCC Payroll will ensure that all deductions are paid
over to the relevant bodies in a timely manner i.e. are
Qualified Agents

3

This is confirmed in monthly payroll list.

4

There should be independent documentary evidence to
support the creation or deletion of an employee record.

1

A copy letter should be held detailing the appointment /
resignation of an employee from an authorised officer

Y

There is no independent evidence of the appointment.

8

Appointments and Contracts updated and maintained

3

Using a sample of new employees, trace to the
personal file and ensure the following:
(a) a copy letter of appointment was received

5

All deductions should be carried out in accordance with
Inland Revenue, DSS, etc legislation.

1

A record should be maintained detailing all deductions
made in respect of pension, national insurance and
taxation for each employee.

Y

If the organisation does not comply with legislation, it
may be liable to a fine.

9

A Report from NCC is produced monthly showing all
payments and deductions - TC/DC will verify each
month.

3

For a sample of employees ensure that OMEGA details
deductions made in respect of superannuation, national
insurance and tax. Ensure that these deductions have
been made at the correct rate.

6

All payments in respect of basic pay should be made in
accordance with national or local agreements.

1

Y

Unauthorised increases in salaries/wages could be
implemented for personal gain.

9

Once agreed by F&GP and Full Council, Pay
schedules will be sent to NCC.

3

7

Overtime Payments

1

All increases to pay parameters should be in
accordance with any nationally or locally agreed salary
or wage award.
All increases to pay parameters should be in
accordance with any nationally or locally agreed salary
or wage award.

Y

Unauthorised increases in salaries/wages could be
implemented for personal gain.

7

3

8

Bank details - all amendments to pay should be
supported by written documentation

1

Any changes to an employee's bank account details
should be received directly from the employee.

Y

Unauthorised changes may be made to bank details.

7

The Clerk will notify NCC by the 2nd of the month of
any overtime payments to be made. Individual time
sheets will be signed by each member of staff and
authorised by the Clerk.
The Clerk will forward all changes to NCC for
processing .

For a sample of employees ensure that their salary
point and annual salary matches the agreed national or
local pay rates.
Select a sample of forms to be checked.

3

Select a sample of changes to bank details. Ensure
that documentation completed by the employee exists
to support the change.

9

Address changes - all amendments to pay should be
supported by written documentation

1

Any changes to an employee's address details should
be received directly from the employee.

Unauthorised changes may be made to employee's
address details.

7

The Clerk will forward all changes to NCC for
processing .

3

Select a sample of changes to employee addresses.
Ensure that documentation completed by the employee
exists to support the change.

10

Grade changes - all amendments to pay should be
supported by written documentation.

1

Any changes to an employee’s grading should be
approved by the managing body, a copy of which
should be placed on file.

Y

There would be no evidence that the amendment was
bona fide.

8

TC to sign any amendments during the year and report
to Council i.e. upon examination success

3

Identify a sample of employees whose gradings have
been amended. Trace to their personal files and
ensure that: A) appropriate evidence exists; b)
authorised by Council

11

Sick pay - all amendments to pay should be supported
by written documentation

1

When an employee is absent through illness, a
sickness return should be completed and should be
supported by relevant documentation i.e. selfcertification or a doctor's note

Y

Sick pay may not be paid properly

7

Clerk will send a copy of the sicknote to NCC to be
kept on file

3

Select a sample of employees receiving sick pay and
ensure that: a) where the employee has been absent
for 5 days or less an Employee Statement of Absence
in respect of Personal Illness exists; b) where the
employee has been absent for more than 5 days a
Doctors Statement exists; c) the nature of the illness
and the number of days absent is stated

12

Maternity Pay - all amendments to pay should be
supported by written documentation.

1

A form MATB1 must be produced in order for maternity
benefit to be paid.

Y

An employee may claim benefit when she may not be
entitled or pregnant.

7

Clerk will send a copy of the MATB1 to NCC to be kept
on file

3

Select a sample of employees in receipt of maternity
benefit and trace to the form MATB1:
(a) ensure that the MATB1 specifies the expected date
of confinement;
(b) ensure that entitlement to maternity pay is still
current; and
(c) test
check the maternity benefit payments to confirm that
they are correct.

STARTERS / LEAVERS

DEDUCTIONS

VARIATIONS TO PAY

PAYMENTS
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13

14

Expected Control

Morpeth Town Council
Key

Area of Risk

Inherent
Risk per
Matrix 1-9

Control Objective

Risk Ref

The payroll payment procedure should operate in
accordance with financial regulations, internal rules and
guidelines.

1

Payments to all employees should be made by BACS
via NCC Payroll.

Payments will be made inefficiently.

4

All 6 members of staff are paid on 15th of the month
via BACS transfer

1

Select a sample of new employees and ensure that
they all receive payment via BACS.

2

At the year end, each employee should receive a P60
detailing totals of payments, tax and national insurance
deducted, etc.

The employee could not check that the payments
reported are in fact correct.

2

P60 issued by NCC Payroll Section.

1

Select a sample of staff and confirm that they have
received a P60 at the year end .
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Risk Mitigation Procedures/Controls in Place

Residual
Risk Per
Matrix 19

Test

Appendix C

Morpeth Town Council
Treasury Management Policy
2021/22 -2022/23

1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Treasury Management is defined by the CIPFA Treasury Management Code of
Practice as:
“The management of the Councils cashflows, its banking, money market and capital
market transactions; the effective control of the risks associated with those activities;
and the pursuit of optimum performance consistent with those risks”.

1.2

The Town Council is required to determine an annual Investment Strategy – its purpose
is to ensure that:
a) Any and all external borrowing and other long-term liabilities are within prudent
and sustainable levels;
b) Treasury Management decisions are taken in accordance with good
professional practice.

1.3

The Council will also from time to time need to borrow money which, whilst it may
borrow by temporary loan or overdraft to meet expenses pending the receipt of
revenues receivable, will invariably be required to meet capital expenditure.

2.0

INVESTMENT STRATEGY

2.1

MTC will from time to time have surplus funds available. These funds arise from the
fact that 50% of the annual precept is paid to the Council in April and September each
year, to cover expenses incurred throughout the year. In addition, there will be a level
of reserves or balances at the end of each year, representing the extent to which
expenditure has fallen below resources available over the years.

2.2

It is important that such funds are invested prudently with due regard to the Council
Tax payers and to the priorities of security and liquidity of those investments. This
means that the Council will aim to maximise the return on its investments, taking into
account the need for the funds to be secure.

2.3

All of the Council’s investments will be Specified Investments, which means that they
will be:
a) Made in sterling and any payments or repayments will also be in sterling;
b) Short-term investments, not to exceed 12 months;
c) Made with a body or an investment scheme which has been awarded a high
credit rating.

2.4

A high credit rating will be defined as “A – High Credit Quality”

2.5

Credit ratings will be monitored regularly and if the rating falls, consideration of the
appropriate action to be taken will be given at the next Council meeting.

F&GP 3rd February 2021
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2.6

In general terms, the Council will only invest in deposits with banks, building societies,
The Public Sector Deposit Fund, local authorities or other public authorities. As a result
of the uncertainty and unpredictability involved, the Council will not invest in the money
market, stocks and shares.

2.7

The Clerk as Responsible Financial Officer (RFO), has delegated responsibility for the
investment of surplus funds within the terms of this Strategy.

2.8

The Council acknowledges that borrowing money purely to invest, or to lend and make
a return, is unlawful and this practice will not be followed.

2.9

Currently, MTC has 2 accounts with the NatWest Bank:
i)
ii)

2.10

A Business Direct Reserve Account which attracts a higher rate of interest
and
A Current Account

The level of balances and reserves to be held will be between:
Minimum of 10% of Budgeted Expenditure i.e.

£

70,239

Maximum of twice the level of Precept i.e.

£1,290,074

2.11

It is proposed that £300,000 of balances remain in the Public Sector Deposit Fund with
Charities, Churches and Local Authorities (CCLA) for the period 1st April 2021 to 31st
March 2022. The CCLA Deposit fund has a “triple A” rating i.e. The Highest Quality
rating.

3.0

EXTERNAL BORROWING

3.1

No borrowing approval is required for temporary loans or borrowing by way of an
overdraft. However, in order to borrow to fund capital expenditure approval must first
be given by the Department for Communities and Local Government in the form of a
Loan Sanction and supported by NALC. The process to be followed and the criteria
applied in deciding whether or not approval should be forthcoming are detailed in the
Guide to Parish and Town Council Borrowing in England, jointly published by the
Department and NALC.

F&GP 3rd February 2021
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4.0

CURRENT EXTERNAL BORROWING

4.1

MTC currently has one loan from the Public Works Loan Board (PWLB) as follows:
Date Rec’d Details
Sept 2010 Community Centre
Improvements: Heating,
Ref:
Windows, Doors and
314-08478 Insulation works

4.2

Amount
£50,000

Principal p.a.
£2,500
For 20 years

Balance @
31st March
2021
£23,750

The Council does not anticipate any further external borrowing to be undertaken during
2021/22.

F&GP 3rd February 2021
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Background
In March 2019 LUC was commissioned by Morpeth Town
Council to prepare a character appraisal of Morpeth
Conservation Area - "an area of special architectural or
historic interest - the character or appearance of which it is
desirable to preserve or enhance".1 Following the adoption of
the appraisal by Northumberland County Council, a boundary
review was undertaken to examine whether there were any
areas that were no longer appropriate for inclusion, and to
identify areas of common character that should be included
with the existing designation. This report sets out the
considerations and findings of that review, including the
process of public consultation.

Morpeth Conservation Area
Location and context
Morpeth is a historic, rural market town situated in the midNorthumberland landscape of rolling countryside, scarps and
wooded river valleys. The town is tucked into a wide meander
of the River Wansbeck. The river is both a unifying and
divisive feature of the town: it physically divides one half of the
settlement from the other but has at various times also been a
source of security, identity, prosperity and amenity. Morpeth is
the first point inland from the mouth of the river to the east
where it can be both forded and where there is sufficient
breadth to the valley bottom, and favourable topography, to
accommodate a sizable town alongside the banks of the river.
All approaches to the centre of the town descend into this
valley, which rises steeply to the south past the castle but
takes a gentler incline to the north.
The special interest of Morpeth and the desire to celebrate
and preserve its historical importance was recognised by its
designation as a conservation area in 1970.
Historical development
The story of Morpeth as the settlement we know today
begins with the arrival of the Normans, who were the first
inhabitants to leave any evidence of permanent occupancy of
the area. The settlement grew at the foot of the castle
overlooking the fording point of the River Wansbeck but was
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
1

Section 69 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
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to spread most extensively on the opposite bank, where we
find the core of the town today. Morpeth's historic position on
the east coast's principal north-south road ensured that the
town was well serviced by travellers and passing trade in the
coming centuries, and so it flourished to become the principal
market town in central Northumberland.
The chief trade at the market was livestock and this
remained the case into the 19th century until the arrival of the
railway. With a station on the east coast main line, the market
in Morpeth declined as it was easy enough to transport
livestock straight into Newcastle for sale instead; at the same
time, the transport link ensured that the town continued – and
continues – to grow, but with residential and retail
development as the principal driver, rather than agricultural.

dynamic views of streetscapes are particularly important
in conveying the character of the town.
◼

The continuing use of buildings in the town for a range of
functions brings variety and activity to the streets, with a
mixture of residential, commercial, educational, religious
and civic buildings throughout the town. There is,
however, a higher concentration of commercial buildings
around the market place and along Bridge Street, with
more residential properties found the further out of town
you go along Newgate and Oldgate.

◼

Pockets of public and private green spaces, planting and
street trees within the conservation area give respite
from the bustle of activity and harder urban townscape of
the main streets. Similarly, secondary streets, alleyways
and yards provide an experience of the town that is
much quieter and more intimate.

◼

The conservation area's setting contributes greatly to the
character and appearance of the town for two principal
reasons:

Summary of defining characteristics of Morpeth
Conservation Area
The specifics of the context and historical development of
Morpeth are unique to the town, giving it its individual
character. This strong sense of place comes from many
influences, but the following characteristics are of particular
importance to the character and appearance of Morpeth:
◼

The preservation of the town's market place, medieval
streets and alleyways, burgage plot layouts, building
hierarchies and boundaries, and some important
medieval structures; this includes significant survivals
within its setting, such as the castles and the approach
along Castle Bank.

◼

The town's intimate relationship with the River
Wansbeck that encircles its historic core, and the
survival of several key crossing points.

◼

The organic evolution of the buildings, which has
furnished the town with an array of building types and
styles that together document the development of the
town and define its appearance. Aside from medieval
and early post-medieval buildings, phases of particular
note are late-17th to mid-18th century handmade-brick
residential buildings constructed after the fire of 1689
and an interesting collection of late-19th to mid-20th
century commercial buildings.

◼

The harmonious, but not homogenous, appearance of
streetscapes. Their piecemeal development means that
buildings largely conform to the established scale,
proportions, orientation, back of pavement building line
and materiality of their neighbours, and so whilst there is
eclecticism in styles there is an overarching coherence
that ties the street scenes together. Taller buildings tend
to be merely accents that punctuate the skyline and are
almost exclusively religious or civic in function. This
arrangement means that glimpsed views of assets and

–

The town is surrounded by rising landforms that
elevate the enveloping countryside above its
roofscape, crowning it with a green horizon that
underlines the rurality of the location and the town’s
links to its agricultural hinterland.

–

The boundary of the conservation area is so tightly
drawn that many features that are fundamental to
our understanding and appreciation of the area – the
river, the castles, the full extent of medieval burgage
plots, Carlisle Park, for example – fall outside the
boundary. This does not diminish the contribution
they make to our understanding and appreciation of
the area, however; it merely increases the
importance of the area’s setting.

Reviewing the conservation area boundary
The current conservation area boundary
The conservation area boundary (Figure 1) has not
changed since it was designated in 1970. It centres on the
market place and the principal routes that radiate from this
point: Newgate Street, stretching north between the market
place and Bullers Green; Oldgate, between the market place
and the river to the west; Bridge Street, between the market
place and St George’s Church to the east. The boundary also
extends tentatively across the river to the south at Telford
Bridge, skirts around the base of the Norman motte and bailey
castle to take in a small collection of buildings to the west of
the foot of the bridge, before looping to the east to include the
early-19th century court house.
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The following issues have been identified with the existing
conservation area boundary:
◼

The boundary is very tightly drawn, with an emphasis on
the 17th to 19th century commercial core of the town.

◼

It concentrates primarily on the built form and
appearance of the densely packed street frontages; and
yet, the appearance of most of them has been restricted,
shaped and influenced by the centuries of urban
development that came before.

◼

◼

It does not take account of the historic street layouts,
widths and plot sizes, and also the spaces between and
surrounding the town, all of which are clear indications of
the town’s medieval roots. These features had a decisive
role to play in the development of the town, the evidence
for which extends far beyond the street frontages.

To ensure a consistent approach , the areas to be
included in the conservation area were identified on the basis
that that they shared a common character with the existing
conservation area. To this end criteria for inclusion included:
◼

Whether the areas in question possess sufficient
architectural or historic interest for the area to be
considered to have ‘special interest’.

◼

Whether this is evident and experienced through its
character and appearance as it stands today.

◼

Whether it is desirable for that character or appearance
to be preserved or enhanced, and what problems
designation could help to solve.

◼

Whether any identified special interest is consistent with
the character and appearance of the Central
Conservation Area – as described in the draft Character
Appraisal. To this end the following have been
considered:
–

mixed use;

–

high density;

–

following historic street / development patterns.

As well as the proposed areas of amendment
recommended in this report, there were also other parts of the
town that were identified in the desk-based assessment as
having potential for inclusion. All were subsequently assessed
on site, but not all met the criteria. Reasons for excluding parts
of the town from the extant conservation area included:
◼

Where evidence of this history on the ground has been
lost, or considerably altered.

◼

The architectural interest of the buildings and
surroundings was not comparable, usually through loss
of historic detailing such as windows, doors, boundary
treatments, but also through unsympathetic alteration
and extension.

◼

The buildings were of high architectural interest but were
not of common character with the extant area, for
example, being of a single phase or use, lower density,
laid out in a more formal plan etc.

Criteria for inclusion
The boundary review was carried out with reference to
Historic England’s advice note on Conservation Area
Appraisal, Designation and Management (2019). The main
site visit to assess the boundary was carried out on 20 th
October 2020, but previous visits to inform the extant
conservation area appraisal had been made in July, August,
and December 2019.

mixed phase;

Areas not proposed for inclusion

The boundary does not align well with physical features
and in some cases passes through the middle of
buildings, etc.

Boundary review approach

–

Conservation area designation is intended to conserve
and enhance the areas of special interest themselves, not to
conserve the setting of areas of special interest. Therefore, no
extensions have been recommended on this basis. It should
be noted that the setting of a conservation area is a material
consideration under the NPPF (2019) and, as recognised by
the existing appraisal, can make a considerable contribution to
the character and appearance of an area.
Similarly, there are many important buildings dotted
around Morpeth that are of architectural and historical interest,
but that are either isolated or separated from the main
conservation area by intervening space or development that is
not consistent with its character. Where the spaces around
and connecting buildings have lost their historic character area
designation is not appropriate. Therefore, for these buildings,
local listing may be a more appropriate way of recognising
their individual importance.
Proposed changes
For ease of reference that proposed changes have been
sub-divided into eight areas:
◼

Proposed area of change 1: North Approach

◼

Proposed area of change 2: High Stanners

◼

Proposed area of change 3: West Approach

◼

Proposed area of change 4: Riverside
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◼

Proposed area of change 5: Carlisle Park and Castles

◼

Proposed area of change 6: South Approach

◼

Proposed area of change 7: Bridge Street Backlands

◼

Proposed area of change 8: Manchester St., Dacre St.,
and Howard Road.

The reasons for the proposed changes in each of these
areas are discussed in turn, in each chapter that follows. Each
discussion is accompanied by a map indicating the proposed
boundary change in relation to the existing boundary and
some representative photos of the area.
The map in Figure 1.1 on the following page gives an
overview of the town, illustrating the current and proposed
boundaries in their totality.
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Figure 1.1: Proposed new boundary
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Figure 2.1: Amendment Area 1 – North Approach
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It is proposed that the conservation area boundary is
extended further north along Pottery Bank / North Place. The
reasons for this proposed change are that:
◼

The existing boundary cuts through a building; the
proposed boundary change remedies this error.

◼

The extension enables the inclusion of a collection of
historic buildings of architectural and historic merit: the
large, late-19th century Hill Brow House to the left-hand
side of the road and, on the opposite side of the road,
what is currently Bolland Nursery (originally a late -19th
century Sunday School), as well as the 19th century
house north of it.

◼

It is from this point that you start to get the sense of
entering a historic settlement and so this part is an
important approach and introduction to the character of
the conservation area.

Figure 2.4: 19th century Sunday School, now Bolland
Nursery and adjacent house

Figure 2.2: Brow Hill House

Figure 2.3: Bow Villa
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Figure 3.1: Amendment Area 2 – High Stanners
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In this area, it is proposed the conservation area boundary
is extended west across the River Wansbeck. The reasons for
this proposed change are:
◼

The extended area includes the green space and
riverside of High Stanners, an important part of the
historic form of Morpeth. These areas are marked on the
1604 map as part of the borough and, like the street
pattern, have survived in their historic form throughout
the centuries.

◼

The extension includes the historic crossing points at the
bakehouse steps and Skinnery Footbridge (leading
toward Dogger Bank).

◼

The area is an important part of the quieter, riverside
green space character – strongly linked to areas 4 and
5. There are important views along the riverside and
back towards the town which allow the form and layout
of the town to be read. These views also allow
appreciation of the historical and aesthetic relationship
between river and town.

Figure 3.4: View of Morpeth conservation area looking
southeast from the bakehouse steps

Figure 3.2: 1904 footbridge at historic crossing point to
Bullers Green

The 19th century houses that line the western edge have
not been proposed for inclusion. This is because:

Figure 3.3: Riverside green space

◼

They are typical of historical residences of this date and
mark the beginning of a purely residential area.

◼

The houses’ level of survival of historic features is low
and they lack the range of building phases and types
that the rest of the conservation has.
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Figure 4.1: Amendment Area 3 – West Approach
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In this area, it is proposed that the conservation area
boundary is extended west from Oldgate, to include the foot of
Curly Kews. The reasons for this proposed change are:
◼

The extension covers the western entrance into the
medieval town and a historic fording point. Although the
town gate has long since been lost, the approach is
essential to understanding the layout of the town.

◼

From the western end of the terraces on Curley Kews, at
the point at which the road bends, views of the end of
Oldgate – and the end of medieval extent of the town –
are revealed. There are also long-reaching views across
the town at this point, which allow for an appreciation of
the town boundary, form, and the start of its historic
core.

◼

The houses lining the approach to the north are not
particularly architecturally interesting in themselves, but
they frame and contain the views towards the town and
are the first indication of having reached the outskirts of
the historic core of the town. This wider contribution to
the experience of the conservation area is why they
have been included, but those lining High Stanners
(Area 2) have not.

Figure 4.3: View across the river from Curly Kews towards
Oldgate

Figure 4.2: West approach including terraced houses
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Figure 5.1: Amendment Area 4 - Riverside
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In this area, it is proposed that the conservation area be
extended south to include the riverside area, behind Oldgate
and Bridge Street. The reasons for this proposed change to
are that:
◼

The river is one of the fundamental features of the town,
providing a green corridor right through the settlement
and largely containing the historic core of the town; it is
one of the principal reasons the town is located where it
is.

◼

The green space that lines and extends out from the
banks of the river accounts for most of the town’s
amenity space. It has also exerted considerable
influence and constraint on its physical development.

◼

It is a highly utilised space and is visible in glimpsed
views between buildings and down streets even in the
most densely packed core of the conservation area.

◼

Because of the proximity of the river to the town, the
transition from the densely packed and bustling activity
of town life into the tranquil environs of the river happens
very quickly. Whilst the historical link between the two is
strong their characters are quite different and this
interdependent, but contrasting relationship, is one of
Morpeth’s most defining and pleasing features.

◼

The area between the market place and river has been
developed in the late-19th and 20th centuries, but some
semblance of historic plot boundaries and street forms
can still be found and there is a good mix of different
phases and uses of buildings. Even where historic form
has been lost, the location of the area in the heart of the
town and the important role it plays in our experience as
we move from the town to the banks of the river justifies
its inclusion.

◼

attractive local authority housing development by giving
an air of quiet and privacy, without divorcing the
residents from the life of the town. The quality of
materials is enhanced by that of the detailing, which
extends to gardens and hard landscaping, and small but
often neglected elements such as rubbish bin
enclosures."4 The quiet courtyards, connecting alleys
and incorporation of trees and green space have
precedent in similar historic features that are found
throughout the extant conservation area, even if the
pattern of development deviates.5
Figure 5.2: View across Riverside from the Motte

Figure 5.3: Collingwood Court

This area includes the Collingwood Court housing
development (now known as Mathesons Gardens), a
late 1980s development designed by JDDK (Jane &
David Darbyshire Architects) for residents aged 55+ for
Heritage Homes. Although the layout of this
development is contrary to the historic orientation form of
the town centre and resulted in the loss of medieval plot
boundaries etc., it does have architectural merit, having
won both the 1988 Civic Trust Award2 and the 1989
National Housing Design Award.3 The Civic Trust Award
describes the merit of the development as " [a] series of
interlocking courtyards turn to advantage physical
constraints such as existing mature trees and an

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
2

Established in 1959, the Civic Trust Award recognises outstanding
architecture, planning and design with an emphasis on sustainability and civic
contribution.
3
The National Housing Design Award, established in 1948, also recognise
outstanding innovative and sustainable design.
4
https://www.civictrustawards.org.uk/benet/schemes/collingwood-court

5

It also appears that there is historical precedent for the inclusion of this area
as, in their discussion of the Collingwood Court development, the Civic Trust
recognised that the development was located in "part of what will shortly
become the Morpeth Conservation Area.”
https://www.civictrustawards.org.uk/benet/schemes/collingwood-court
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Figure 5.4: The old boat house and 19th century
development facing the river

Figure 5.7: Pretoria Avenue, following the curve of a
medieval burgage plot

Figure 5.5: View north along New Market towards the
current conservation boundary (at the end of the street)

Figure 5.6: View south along New Market - from the within
the boundary toward the proposed area.

Figure 5.8: The green banks of the riverside
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Figure 6.1: Amendment Area 5 – Carlisle Park and the Castles
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In this area, it is proposed that the conservation area
boundary is extended to the south of the River Wansbeck to
include Carlisle Park and the castles. The reasons for this
proposed change are:
◼

The castles are a fundamental part of the genesis of the
town as we see it today, and a link to the town's early
development.

◼

The motte and later castle are impressive structures that
exert a powerful influence over the character of the area.
They also illustrate the region's turbulent past and
Morpeth's continuing role as an important, strategic
settlement and crossing point of the river.

◼

Carlisle Park was opened in 1929 on land donated to the
town by the Countess of Carlisle in 1916, hence the
name. At that time, it was already an established open
space crossed by a network of footpaths and before that
land associated with the castles. Thus, it has been part
of the makeup of Morpeth for centuries.

◼

The area is an extremely popular and attractive amenity
space and has a close spatial and visual connection with
the built form of the town.

Figure 6.3: Carlisle Park looking north

Figure 6.4: Carlisle Park east entrance

Figure 6.2: Carlisle Park and motte
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Figure 6.5: The later castle – its surrounds and the
approach from the east

Figure 6.7: The more informal wooded paths of Carlisle
Park, showing the steep banks of the valley side

Figure 6.6: Woodland to the west end of the park and its
connection with the river

The area north of Curly Kews, noted on the 1896 map as
Victoria Pleasure Grounds, is not proposed for inclusion. This
is because:
◼

Its existence was short-lived and there is no longer any
evidence of its historic role or relationship with Carlisle
Park, from which it is spatially and visually divorced by
the road.

◼

Physical connections with the town are limited; so whilst
it has a shared history with the rest of the park and
riverside green space, its contribution to character and
appearance is limited to forming the backdrop in views
out from the town. As such, it forms part of the
conservation area's setting, rather than being
fundamental to its character.
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Figure 7.1: Amendment Area 6 – South Approach
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In this area, it is proposed that the conservation area
boundary is extended south, along Castle Bank, and east,
behind the courthouse. The reasons for this proposed change
are:
◼

To include what remains of the rest of the 'civic complex'
of buildings in this area (e.g. the police station behind
the courthouse). These buildings have an important
relationship with the castles as a continuation of this part
of the conservation area’s role as a seat of authority in
the town. They also exert a notable influence over the
character of this part of the conservation area, imparting
a strong sense of time-depth by reminding us of the
important role that the town has played over the
centuries as an administrative centre for the region.

◼

To include another important – and busy – approach to
the town down Castle Bank. It also marks the beginning
of the historic core of the area and leads to the main
crossing point of the river.

Figure 7.3: Civic buildings to the rear of the courthouse

Figure 7.4: The old police station

Figure 7.2: Castle Bank, south of the courthouse (looking
north)
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Housing behind this area not proposed for inclusion. This
is because:
◼

Most is attractive but standard Victorian housing, and
many have lost historic features and detailing.

◼

The area is almost exclusively residential in use and of a
single phase, set out on a more regimented, grid-like
Victorian plan.

◼

There are some more architecturally interesting buildings
of different materials, phases and detailing along
Bennett's Walk, but intervening development that does
not positively contribute to the character of the
conservation area has divorced it from the conservation
area. There are some prime candidates for local listing in
this area to celebrate the architectural interest of
individual buildings, but not enough collectively for area
designation.
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Figure 8.1: Amendment Area 7 – Bridge Street Backlands
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In this area, it is proposed that the conservation area
boundary is extended north, along the backlands of Bridge
Street. The reasons for this proposed change are:
◼

Principally to tidy up the boundary, which currently runs
through buildings and excludes some important historic
buildings to the rear of plots away from the street
frontage, whilst including other parts that have lost
historic and architectural interest.

◼

To include a row of terraces on Burnside off Stanley
Terrace. These follow the vestige of historic plot
boundaries, as shown on the 1826 Town Map, rather
than being of particular architectural interest. However,
they do retain historic floorscape to the rear, which is a
rare survival in the conservation area. They also
contribute to the mix of uses in this area, bringing a
clearly domestic character and use to an area that (to
the north and west) is now almost exclusively retail.

◼

To include a row of dwellings facing the roundabout –
the Horsleys Building. These appear on the 1826 Town
Map and the end gable incorporates evidence of an
earlier building in the handmade, tumbled in brickwork –
an architectural feature of the area.

◼

To include part of the riverside to the south of St
George's Church alongside Telford Bridge, as a visually
inseparable part of this historic crossing.

Figure 8.2: Horsleys Buildings, showing earlier building in
gable end

Figure 8.3: Burnside terraces, located off Stanley Terrace

This proposed change also seeks to excludes the part of
the car park that is currently within the boundary. This is
because:
◼

The area that was the car park was an important part of
the town when it was The Terrace, but any semblance of
historic interest or past use has now been lost.
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Figure 9.1: Amendment Area 8 – Manchester St, Dacre St and Howard Road
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In this area, it is proposed that the conservation area is
extended east to Dark Lane, to include Dacre Street,
Manchester Street, Well Way, Wellway Court and the
southern side of Howard Road. An extension north is also
proposed along Cottingwood Lane . The reasons for these
proposed changes are:
◼

The area is located in the heart of the historic core of the
conservation area, with strong visual and physical
connections to it.

◼

Howard Road and Dark Lane relate to secondary
medieval routes through the town, which gave access to
the backlands and surrounding fields beyond burgage
plots. These routes are depicted on the 1604 map.

◼

The area includes a mix of uses – churches,
commercial, retail and residential – and mix of phases,
although predominantly 18th and 19th century. Of
particular note is the collection of Nonconformist places
of worship in the area, including:
–

A Presbyterian Chapel, Union Street, now
Cottingwood Lane. c1722, later used as a school
and now converted to residential;

–

a Wesleyan Methodist Chapel, Manchester Street,
built 1884, and now the Boys’ Brigade Hall.

–

a Congregational Chapel, Dacre Street, 1898

–

a Primitive Methodist Chapel, Howard Street, 1904

Figure 9.3: Mixed use and phases along Manchester
Street, northern side

Figure 9.4: The early-19th century Presbyterian Chapel

Figure 9.2: Houses along Dacre St, southern side

Houses to north of Howard Road are not included in this
boundary change. This is because:
◼

They represent slightly later development that is
exclusively residential in use and lower density.

◼

Their plan form is on a Victorian grid system rather than
organic layout as developed from and characteristic of
medieval routes.

◼

They have high architectural quality and a good level of
survival of historic features and therefore have potential
to become a separate conservation area.
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Consultation Process
Approach and Provisions
Consultation on the proposed changes to the
conservation area boundary was opened on Friday 20th
November 2020 and ran for just over 7 weeks until Monday
11th January 2021. The restrictions on social engagement due
to the COVID-19 pandemic meant that no drop-in sessions
could be held, and instead an online consultation hub was
created. This approach was agreed between Northumberland
County Council and Morpeth Town Council to be sufficient in
lieu of in-person public meetings.
The hub provided background information to the
consultation, access to the boundary review report and current
conservation area appraisal, and an interactive map that
allowed people to submit comments on the proposals. A
contact email address was also provided for submission of
further questions or for those wishing to submit more
substantive comments. The consultation was advertised in
local papers, Inside Morpeth, on social media and on Morpeth
Town Council’s website.
The consultation was also advertised locally: in the local
newspaper, 'The Herald'; in the free doorstep delivery 'Inside
Morpeth' magazine; on the Town Council’s website and
Facebook page, along with shares to Morpeth Matters
Facebook page and Councillor pages; and on the display
screen at the front of the Town Hall.
Hard copies of the boundary review report were also
available upon request from the Town Council.
Collating Feedback
Once the consultation had closed, the comments
received via the online consultation hub were exported into an
excel document, with each record identified by a comment ID,
and X and Y co-ordinates to identify it on the interactive map
and the broad sub-area to which it related.
Comments that were received by other means than the
online hub were then added to the spreadsheet to form a
record of all feedback received. This includes comments
gathered through Facebook that, although not submitted as a
direct response to the consultation, were written in response
to posts shared by the Town Council regarding the
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consultation. The comments are provided in full in Appendix A;
these have been kept anonymous, apart from those submitted
on behalf of an organisation.
An initial review of the comments showed some
reoccurring themes amongst respondents. Where this was the
case, these comments have been grouped accordingly to
respond to them together. Any outstanding comments have
also been considered separately.
During the review it was also found that the some of the
comments went beyond considering whether the area had the
architectural and historic interest to merit designation, for
example concerns about additional planning restrictions,
funding, flooding and the environment. Whilst these are valid
comments and understandable concerns, they are beyond the
scope of this review. Consequently, those that do not relate to
the determining factors of whether the area should be
designated or not – that is, the architectural or historic interest
of the area – have been addressed separately.

Consultation Responses
Comments Relating to the Architectural and Historic
Interest of the Proposed Area
Sanderson’s Arcade

is located in the heart of the historic core of the conservation
area, with strong visual and physical connections to it"
however there was strong disagreement with this statement.
In commenters’ opinions, there is no physical connections to
the historic core and the visual connections are disrupted by
the 21st century retail park between area 8 and the existing
conservation area.
–

Concerns were also raised that a large portion of the
proposed area largely consists of late-20th and 21st century
developments with the oldest buildings in the area containing
no particular distinctive architectural features but instead
contains features found on buildings across the country.
Comments state that the plots bear no relation to the historic
burgage plots (instead run counter to them) with any trace of
the historical layout long since been obliterated.
–

A couple of comments related to the mid-20th century
date of the Sanderson Arcade development provided in the
conservation area appraisal report. One comment stated there
was a mistake in the report with the building being a 21st
century development with another disagreeing with this stating
even though it has been extensively refurbished, the authors
of the report had not made a mistake.
–

Response: Whilst we acknowledge the Sanderson
Arcade has been extensively refurbished in the 21st
century, its origins are as a mid-20th century
development. The development first opened as a
shopping centre in the 1950s, before being
extended and remodelled in the 1970s and 80s.
After becoming run down, plans were submitted and
subsequently accepted in 2006 for a major
redevelopment of the arcade into the development
we see today. The proposed boundary reflects this
by including the frontage and units on Bridge Street
but excluding the later development to the rear.
However, amendments can be made in the
appraisal to make the history of this site clearer.

Response: The area directly abuts the existing
conservation area; a quarter of Manchester Street is
already within the conservation area and Howard
Road leads directly on to Copper Chare. Both of
these streets link directly to Newgate Street,
physically and visually. Howard Road (along with
Dark Lane) correlates to medieval routes through
the area, thus forming part of the historic settlement.

Response: There are some later developments
within this area, but these are outweighed by historic
buildings and the form of the area, which sustain a
predominantly historic character, and one that is inkeeping with the existing conservation area. Neither
of the historic 1604 or 1826 maps show burgage
plots in area 8, but the road network on these maps
is still legible in Morpeth today. Conservation area
designation recognises the collective significance of
an area, with no requirement for each building
included to have distinctive architectural features.

A comment on the conservation of area 8's heritage
stated that the heritage is protected by the road and footpath
layouts which are unlikely to change without enormous public
consultation, therefore the conservation protection proposed is
unnecessary.
–

Response: Although the road and footpath layouts
contribute to the historic character of the area, they
are only one of the reasons for including the area.
Whether a building or road is likely or unlikely to be
altered in the future does not change its historic
interest or the contribution it makes now, and so is
not a reason for excluding the area.

Manchester St, Dacre St and Howard Road – Area 8

West Approach – Area 3

Throughout the comments, there was strong feelings
and objections on the inclusion of area 8 within the
conservation area boundary. The report states that "the area

In relation to the proposed extension in area 3, the
report states: "The houses lining the approach [down Curley
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Kews] to the north are not architecturally interesting in
themselves...". Therefore, comments believed these houses
should not be included in the conservation area. They state it
should only include those elements that are really worth
preserving and need the special protection that a conservation
area provides, with conservation status should be limited to
really important and unique buildings.
–

Response: This is a valid point. The reason for
proposed inclusion is that “…they frame and contain
the views towards the town and are the first
indication of having reached the outskirts of the
historic core of the town”, but this importance is in
what they contribute to the conservation area, rather
than in their inherent interest, and so more
accurately is part of the area’s setting.

–

It is worth noting, however, that the purpose of
conservation area designation is not just to preserve
important and unique buildings (this is the purpose
of listed / locally listed building designation) but
preserve all aspects that make the area an
interesting and distinctive place. This can include
houses that may not be of outstanding individual
architectural merit themselves if they are within an
area where historic character is, in the majority,
sustained or where they contribute to our
understanding of the historical development and
form of the area.

whole area to warrant its inclusion. That said, there
are individual buildings that might warrant
consideration for inclusion on a local list due to their
inherent architectural and historic interest.
Loss of historic form
The main reason for the proposed boundary changes
is that the existing boundary is viewed as "very tightly drawn,
with an emphasis on the 17th to 19th century commercial core
of the town" and "does not take account of the historic street
layouts, widths and plot sizes, and also the spaces between
and surrounding the town, all of which are clear indications of
the town’s medieval roots". Comments disagreed with these
statements, stating that the tighter boundary is not problematic
but a positive thing. It was expressed that the conservation
area encompasses the great majority of the historic plots and
any that are not included would add nothing to the overall
impression of the historical development. Most of the spaces
surrounding the town centre have been recently developed to
obliterate any evidence of any medieval heritage.
–

Response: The fact that some historic plots are
included within the existing conservation area
boundary already is not justification for excluding
others where they are evident; indeed, the Planning
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
Section 69(2) states that “it shall be the duty of a
local planning authority from time to time to review
the past exercise of functions under this section and
to determine whether any parts or any further parts
of their area [LUC emphasis] should be designated
as conservation areas; and, if they so determine,
they shall designate those parts accordingly [LUC
emphasis].”

–

Parts of the town where change has led to the
substantial loss of both architectural and historic
interest – for example, the area immediately behind
the plots fronting Bridge and Newgate Streets
around the bus station, and around Morrisons and
Low Stanners – have not been proposed for
inclusion for this reason.

High Stanners – Area 2
Several comments questioned the proposed boundary
at High Stanners, with the western boundary stopping at the
flood wall excluding Abbey Terrace and Abbey View from the
conservation area. They believe there are some fine
properties of architectural value (whose inclusion would be a
benefit to their conservation) which provide a frontage to the
River Wansbeck.
–

Response: The reason High Stanners has been
proposed for inclusion in the conservation area is its
character as quiet, riverside green space, including
its surviving historic form, views to the town and
crossing points. The properties on its western
boundary were reviewed for inclusion, but it was
found that they lacked the diversity of building uses
and styles that characterise the rest of the area, and
there has been a relatively high level of alteration; it
was for similar reasons that the houses around
Bennett’s Walk and North of Howard Road were
considered but not recommended for inclusion. This
does not mean that there are not some individual
buildings of architectural merit, but there was not
enough strength of historic character left across the

Former Police Station – Area 6
Substantive comments were received in relation to a
development that has been granted planning permission since
the boundary review was carried out. The development is in
area six and involves demolition of a large part of the extant
police station complex. Most of the comments related to the
change that would occur as a result of the development,
stating that it would remove any historic or architectural
interest the area has; the change of use to residential would
remove the civic character of the remaining buildings; that
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other similar new development has not been proposed for
inclusion in the area; and that area six therefore fails to meet
the test of paragraph 186 of the NPPF.
–

Response: Paragraph 186 of the NPPF does not
set out specific criteria or tests, but states that local
authorities must ensure an area justifies
designation. If the scheme were implemented then
the character of this proposed part of the
conservation area would indeed be altered,
potentially to the extent that not all of it would still
warrant inclusion in the conservation area. However,
the scheme has yet to be commenced. At present,
the site therefore retains the architectural and
historic interest required to be recommended for
inclusion, especially when bearing in mind that
permission for a scheme does not guarantee its
delivery – nor preclude further changes to the
scheme. Furthermore, a change of use of the Police
Station to residential does not remove the civic
quality and character of its architectural treatment
nor its historic interest as part of the development
and administrative quarter of the town – as the
adjacent Court House and castles demonstrate.

Other points made in the letter relate to it not being
included in the original conservation area designation,
suggesting that this precludes its inclusion through this review.
–

Response: Section 69(2) of the (Listed Buildings
and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 states that “it
shall be the duty of a local planning authority from
time to time to review the past exercise of functions
under this section and to determine whether any
parts or any further parts of their area should be
designated as conservation areas; and, if they so
determine, they shall designate those parts
accordingly ” [LUC emphasis]. Understanding and
appreciation of heritage assets is not static but can
deepen and change over time, and this provision
allows for conservation area designation to respond
to this. Indeed, it is the duty of the local planning
authority to recognise where changes to existing
designations are needed. As such, previous
exclusion from a conservation area is not evidence
in support of permanent exclusion – otherwise this
section of the Act would be obsolete and boundary
reviews unnecessary.

Miscellaneous Comments
Climate Change
One comment focused on climate change, which was
viewed as a more urgent and important issue for the Council

to concentrate their resources on than the conservation area
review. It stated that sea level rising could see Morpeth under
water and the council should be looking at how to make
properties in the town carbon neutral, which a conservation
area designation could jeopardise as the environmental
impact is much more serious than any minor appearance
considerations.
–

Response: Addressing the climate crisis and
ensuring flood protection and resilience for Morpeth
are important issues but are beyond the scope of
this report to consider and do not have a bearing on
where the conservation area boundary is drawn.
Conservation area designation does not preclude
improving the energy efficiency of the existing
building stock of Morpeth. Indeed, conservation and
sensitive, sustainable adaptation of historic buildings
is generally far less carbon-intensive than new-build.
Similarly, ensuring that decisions on flood
management are informed with the best available
information – including on the character and
importance of the historic environment – is a benefit.
(In any case, the conservation area appraisal and
boundary review was funded by Morpeth Town
Council, which has no responsibility or spending
powers relating to flood management.)

Arrangements for the consultation
Dissatisfaction was raised in comments about the lack
of notification of the proposals from the Town Council. With
the proposals viewed as having very serious ramifications for
all property owners within the scope of the proposals, several
members of the public believed that notices should have been
sent to all those affected by it long before the start of the
consultation period. There was also a lack of non-online
access to the proposals and ways to submit thoughts and the
absence of notification was viewed in some cases as the
Council attempting to carry the proposals through without
giving people opportunity to make their views know. A
comment suggested that the consultation period should be
extended to take these factors into account, and to cover that
is took place over the Christmas/new year holidays.
–

Response: The length and approach to the
consultation was agreed with Northumberland
County Council. There was a reliance on online
consultation due to the limitations on social
interactions as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic,
but hard copies of the report were available on
request from the Town Council. At just over seven
weeks, the length of the consultation period was
also longer than the 6 weeks usually put aside for
consultation.
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It should be noted that there is no statutory or
customary duty for authorities to serve notices when
preparing or consulting upon conservation area
designation or review.
Duplication of Designations
Views were expressed that expanding the conservation
area would add an unnecessary layer of bureaucracy in the
planning system, which will make life difficult for householders
and stifle investment in the area. Comments state that the
current planning laws and building regulations are satisfactory
in providing ample powers to protect the character of an area
and the extra layer of a conservation area would not be
required. It is believed it will ‘create a further burden on the
stretched taxpayer who will need to fund this administration’
and authorities should not be placing barriers on investment.
–

Response: Conservation area designation is part of
current planning law (part of the Planning (Listed
Building and Conservation Areas) Act 1990). The
planning system offers protection to the character of
historic areas only where they have been
designated as conservation areas through the
powers enshrined in the 1990 Act.

Repair and maintenance of buildings – permissions and
cost implications
Some responses expressed concerns about the
ramifications for property owners in relation to constraints on
work required to repair, maintain and develop properties, even
in minor ways such as painting front doors or replacing broken
windows, that would now require planning permission. The
concern was that residents will face financial burdens caused
by significant additional costs in meeting the requirements for
planning permission, appointing specialist architects and
buying specialist materials. Concerns were raised this could
see a reduction in the value of properties; although a comment
disagreed with this stating that the point of the conservation
area will preserve the pleasant aspect of the area which
should maintain or raise house prices.
–

Response: General maintenance work and internal
works do not require consent (unless the property is
listed, in which case Listed Building Consent may be
required) and conservation area designation does
not change that. There is also no requirement for
owners to carry out subsequent restoration work to
historic properties as a result of designation.

–

That said, it is accurate to say that being located in a
conservation area does mean some extra planning
controls. These include: notification of demolition of
any building within the conservation area; control
over partial demolition; control over works to trees;
potential limitations on permitted development
rights; and limitation on the type of advertisements
that do not require consent. These controls exist to
protect the historic and architectural elements which
make the place special (the purpose of a
conservation area) and should not create significant
constraints, especially where works are sympathetic
to the existing character of the area.

–

Conservation area designation is not a tool to
obstruct, limit or refuse new development, but it
does require that the new development is of a highquality design and standard so that it helps enhance
or better reveal the significance of the area. There is
no requirement to appoint specialist architects for a
development in a conservation area, although those
used to working within historic areas may have a
better understanding of how to reflect the character
of the area in any new proposals.

–

These additional planning controls have their
benefits, too: research by the London School of
Economics in 2012 into the effects of conservation
area designation on property value demonstrated
that it helped either sustain or in some cases
enhance the value of properties within the areas.

Buildings Regulations set quality and safety
standards for new buildings; they do not provide
protection to the character of historic areas. A
designated conservation area does not in itself
require any administration or extra funding once
designated.
Allocation of Funds to the Review
Some comments state that the conservation area
work/extension proposals are a waste of money/tax fund
which should be directed to more sensible and worthy causes
during the current climate. (This last comment is taken as
referring to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, or
potentially a further comment on the climate crisis.)
–

Response: The allocation of funds to this project is
beyond the remit of this review to comment on.
However, it is a statutory duty of the Planning
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990,
not an optional extra, for local authorities to carry out
reviews of their area to identify those of architectural
and historic interest. It should be noted that,
although designated in 1970, Morpeth Conservation
Area has not been reviewed, and has never had an
appraisal, in the intervening 51 years – a period
during which substantial change has occurred in the
town.
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Support for proposals
A number of comments were received in support of the
proposed boundary extensions in certain areas of the town.
This included: delight in area 5 being viewed as an essential
area with surprise it was not already included; agreement it is
very important to give protection to area 2, especially with a
beautiful and iconic walk along the river; and recognition that
the historical significance of the buildings in area 6 should
make it part of the conservation area. The Morpeth
Antiquarian Society also lent its support to the proposals,
stating that they "add areas of the town long deserving of
inclusion in order to preserve the character of the town and
mitigate threats to the visual impact of our pleasant and
historic environment". They also hope that by preserving these
areas with conservation area status, this will help control
commercial developments which could disrupt the townscape
that has happened in several places in the town already.
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The consultation was an informative and useful tool in
gauging local opinion, which was both for and against the
proposed changes for various reasons. Some of these points
have resulted in a change to the boundary being made, others
were outside the scope of this review and so have not
materially changed the assessment. That does not mean that
they are not legitimate concerns. Indeed, they highlight that
there is still the need for valuable work to be done to address
some of these issues and raise public understanding and
value of conservation area designation.
Final Boundary Recommendations
The final proposed boundary is shown in Figure 11.1, on
the following page. It is broadly the same as the previously
proposed boundary, bar the exclusion of the houses that line
Curley Kews on the west approach to the conservation area;
instead, it is suggested that they are noted as part of the
setting in the updated conservation area appraisal.
The final recommended boundary does not exclude the
police station complex behind the Court House (area 6).
Although planning permission has been granted for
development in the area it has yet to be implemented and so
in its current form it still warrants inclusion.
Other recommendations
Further work could be done to provide information for
residents and business owners on the planning implications of
conservation area designation – and to demonstrate the
benefits of designation too. This could build on chapter 6 of
the appraisal on the management and enhancement of
conservation areas, providing reassurance and guidance on
how to make changes to buildings along with a clearer list of
constraints.
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Figure 11.1: Final Proposed Boundary Map
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Appendix A

Public Consultation Comments

A.1 There was a total of 23 points dropped on the interactive
map, 17 of which included text responses. These are
contained in Table 11.1. Additional responses received by
email, letters and telephone calls are documents in Table
11.2. In addition to the above, a letter sent by email was
received from BH Planning & Design with specific relation to
the inclusion of the former police building into the conservation
area on behalf of their clients, Enviro Property Partners Ltd.
The letter includes six principal points of concern that have
been extracted into Table 11.3.

Table 11.1: Comments received on online consultation hub
Area

Comment

2 – High Stanners

Beautiful and iconic walk along the river. Very important that it is given protection.

3 – West Approach

The report itself states: "The houses lining the approach (down Curley news) to the north are not
architecturally interesting in themselves...". Therefore they should NOT be included in the conservation
area! It should only include those elements that are really worth preserving and need the special
protection that a conservation area provides.

5 - Carlisle Park and the Castles

Delighted that this essential area is to be included and shocked that it wasn’t before.

5 - Carlisle Park and the Castles

Certainly this area should be included, I’m surprised it isn’t already.

6 – South Approach

Historical significance of the buildings in this area should make this a conservation area.

6 – South Approach

The Morpeth Police Station site should be omitted from the proposed revised Conservation Area. The
proposal for inclusion fails to recognise the significant changes to the site that will occur as a result of
the implementation of planning permission ref 17/02588/FUL and will result in approximately 75% of
the former Police Station complex of buildings being demolished and replaced by purpose built
residential dwellings. This will transform the character of the site from one that formed part of a “civic
complex” to one that is predominately residential in nature.

6 – South approach

No reason is provided as to why there is now a justification for inclusion of the Police Station site in the
Conservation Area when there was not a justification for its inclusion when the Conservation Area was
originally designated. The changes that have occurred to the former Police Station site, combined with
other recent changes in the area, mean that the site fails the test for its inclusion in a Conservation
Area as set out in paragraph 186 of the NPPF.

8 - Manchester St, Dacre St and
Howard Road

I object. Not least because they are such a bunch of cowboys that they don’t even know that “the south
side of Howard Road does not exist. It is called Howard Terrace.

8 - Manchester St, Dacre St and
Howard Road

I am completely against this proposal to introduce the Conservation Area within Morpeth. This is a
completely unnecessary layer of bureaucracy to make life difficult for householders. The introduction
will create a further burden on the stretched taxpayer who will need to fund this administration. The
householders will be saddled with great extra cost at the point of applying for any consent around their
property, in addition to great expense in meeting the requirements of the Conservation when carrying
out any work to properties. I have spoken with numerous people who have previously owned
properties in Conservation Areas and they state that they are nothing but a huge hindrance to
householders, and bring no advantages. The current planning laws provide ample powers to ensure
that the nature of an area is maintained in the right character.
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Area

Comment

8 - Manchester St, Dacre St and
Howard Road

The extension of the conservation area is too large and will have significant negative impact on
property values and costs, for minimal benefit to the community. The conservation of the areas historic
heritage is protected by the road and footpath layouts which are unlikely to change without enormous
public consultation, therefore the conservation protection proposed is unnecessary and wasteful use of
public resources.

8 - Manchester St, Dacre St and
Howard Road

I would like to appeal against this proposal. I feel the extension of the conservation area is
unnecessary. It will make it more difficult for residents to repair, maintain and develop their property.
The residents will face complicated paperwork, need to appoint specialists, architects, etc. To make
miner changes to their home. I want to paint my front door the colour I wish, I want to replace broken
windows and not have to apply for planning permission to do so. We are already monitored through
planning and building regs when extending and I do not feel this extra layer is required. Permission
was granted to demolish Howard Castle and to build a glass box extension on Dacre Street for the
benefit of ‘business owners and developers’ by changing to a conservation area it will impact on
everyday residents who will incur considerable extra costs buying specialist materials to maintain their
homes. I am appalled that you have not written to us to inform us of this consultation.

8 - Manchester St, Dacre St and
Howard Road

I strongly disagree with this area being included in any extension to the conservation area and object
to that proposal. The report states: "The area is located in the heart of the historic core of the
conservation area, with strong visual and physical connections to it. In my opinion that is pure claptrap!
The area has no physical connection to the historic core whatsoever, and as for visual connections, did
the author of the report not observe that there is a 21st century retail park development between this
area and the existing conservation area which defines the 'historic core' ? It consists of modern shops
(Home Bargains, Pets at Home, Next and LIDL) all with garish signage, a huge area of car parks, a
large 21st century bus station and the Sandersons Arcade development (21st century not 20th as
stated in the report.) Further, the proposed area to be included in the conservation area comprises a
large proportion of 21st and late 20th century developments: Wellway Surgery, Wellway Court, St
James' Place, Dacre Court and a car park. Hardly the stuff for a conservation area! The oldest
buildings in the area are late 19th century victorian with no particular architectural features and poorly
built on sand with insufficient foundations. There are hundreds of thousands of similar properties all
around the country, so nothing special here. Also the plots bear no relation to the historic burgage
plots and in fact run counter to them.

8 - Manchester St, Dacre St and
Howard Road

I object! An extension to the current conservation area is a waste of money. It is unnecessary and will
saddle those captured in the proposed are with a reduction in the value of their properties; increased
cost and bureaucracy when carrying out minor work to their property. Investment in the are should be
encouraged and not stifled. Will the owners of properties be compensated for these increase costs and
the devaluations in their properties. Tax funds should be directed to more sensible and worthy causes
during this difficult time.

8 - Manchester St, Dacre St and
Howard Road

I object! A realignment of the conservation area is totally unnecessary. Tax funds should be directed to
mores sensible projects during this difficult time. The proposed new area will burden property owners
with red tape and significant increased costs for minor works to properties. The authorities should be
promoting investment in the area rather than placing barriers to same. Property values will decrease
and I wonder if property owners will be compensated? This whole idea is costly, unnecessary and
places financial burdens and constraints on those that occupy property in the proposed area. I
STRONGLY OBJECT. Spend our taxes on something more relevant and worthy.

8 - Manchester St, Dacre St and
Howard Road

Sad that so many residents of this area are only concerned about any theoretical inconvenience to
themselves or house values, which of course depend on preserving the quality of the area, the whole
point of extending the conservation zone...

None given

Sanderson Arcade was of course a mid20th century development even through it has been extensively
refurbished, so the authors had not made a mistake.

None given

I note that in the Conservation Area Appraisal Report the Sandersons Arcade development is shown
as mid-20th Century, whereas of course it is actually a 21st century development. The fact that the
authors scoff this report could make such a glaring error on one of the largest developments in the
town casts severe doubt about the accuracy of all the other attributions and indeed on the whole basis
for the report.
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Table 11.2: Additional responses from public consultation
Area

Format

Comment

8 - Manchester
St, Dacre St and
Howard Road

Telephone enquiry to
county council

Customer would like to object to plans for the above address [redacted by LUC for anonymity]
and surrounding areas to be changed into a conservation area. They object as they feel there
will be restrictions on any work that may need completed in the future to their property.

8 - Manchester
St, Dacre St and
Howard Road

Email to LUC historic
environment inbox

I seem to be struggling to enter feedback, so, I am asking a clarifying question:We live in [redacted by LUC for anonymity] I understand that we shall be in zone 8. We are still
dealing with problems on the building that the developer has refused to rectify. As the building
is leasehold, we are going through the correct process so that all residents will need to pay for
the work to be done (S20). The pandemic has slowed down the process of getting contractors
to site, quotes etc. Due to these delays, will we still be able to go ahead with the essential work
if we are classified as a Conservation area?
What will be the process in the future for general maintenance of the site?

None specified

Email to county
council

I’d like to make a general comment about the proposed extension to the Conservation Area on
behalf of Morpeth Antiquarian Society. The response map with electronic stickers is not really
appropriate for that!
In fact the Antiquarian Society would like to lend its support to the proposals, which add areas
of the town long deserving of inclusion in order to preserve the character of the town and
mitigate threats to the visual impact of our pleasant and historic environment.
We very much hope that the plan is passed in full, and that developers and a few selfinterested householders do not achieve any dilution of the scheme. It seems sad that a few
inhabitants of one or two areas seem to instinctively fear any inconvenience or a threat to their
house values: the whole point is to preserve the pleasant aspect of that area, which of course
should actually boost their house prices. We also hope that conservation area status may
have some effect in facing down commercial builders who always want to insert incongruously
high structures into the townscape, as has already happened in several places. There is still a
danger of this outside the new CA boundary in Goosehill and east of Dark Lane, for example,
though sadly less historical or architectural justification for those areas to be included.
We would also like to thank all involved in this project, which has been done with
commendable thoroughness and accuracy.

8 - Manchester
St, Dacre St and
Howard Road

Telephone enquiry to
county council

Telephone call received from customer regarding the proposals to extent Morpeth
Conservation area. They stated that their neighbours had received information on the
proposed changes but they had not, and a request was made for paper copies of documents
relating to the proposals as they did not have internet access.

None specified

Telephone call with
local councillor

[Name removed by LUC] re-iterated comments submitted by email and expanded them to
express concern that reducing carbon emissions is more important that conserving heritage.
They were particularly worried that the Conservation Area “rules” will prevent or restrict
modifications to his house which he aspires to make “carbon zero”. They already have solar
panels on the roof and mentioned external cladding and triple glazed windows. They referred
to the instance where the Conservative Club (Newgate St) was required to remove double
glazing after a retrospective planning application was refused on “heritage grounds” – a
decision he described as appalling. (NB: this is a listed building and the works were carried out
without listed building consent and so were unauthorised.)

8 - Manchester
St, Dacre St and
Howard Road

Letter sent to county
council via email

"I have read the article regarding the proposal to massively extend the Morpeth Conservation
area in the Dec/Jan 21 issue of “Inside Morpeth”, received on 10th December. Prior to that I
had only heard about it a couple of days before from a neighbour who happened to have come
across it. I note from some of the comments on the interactive map that I am not alone in this,
it is a complaint from several townsfolk. On such an important issue having very serious
ramifications for all the property owners within its scope notices should have been sent to all
those affected by it long before the start of the consultation period. In the absence of such
notification, it appears that the Council is attempting to slip it through without giving those
affected an opportunity to make their views known. As it is, at the very least the consultation
period should be extended by a month to allow considered views to be submitted, especially
given that the Christmas and New Year holiday comes in the middle of the current consultation
period.
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Area

Format

Comment
In my view, much more urgent and important than these ‘conservation’ proposals would be to
concentrate on the one big issue that will determine whether the planet is habitable in the
future: climate change. If this is not tackled, the whole of the central Morpeth area could be
under water as the polar ice melts and sea levels rise. (This is not an exaggeration - if all the
glaciers and polar ice melts sea levels could rise by 70 metres.) To this end the resources of
the council should be directed towards determining how all the properties in the town can be
made carbon neutral and assisting property owners to quickly achieve that objective, otherwise
any kind of conservation area will be pointless. Indeed, implementation of conservation area
status is likely to seriously jeopardise the ability to do that.
Another reason that I object to this scheme is that would impose yet another layer of red tape
and bureaucracy into the planning system and gives unelected officials far too much power. As
an example, I have already seen this in action with regard to the Morpeth Conservative Club.
The Club had undertaken significant investment and improvement including the replacement
of the windows with double glazed units in keeping with the style of the building. They were
forced by whatever body polices these regulations to remove those and go back to heat
wasting single glazing. What a wrong decision! The environmental impact is much more
serious than any minor appearance considerations, but that is the kind of outcome we would
be facing in the affected areas of the town if these Conservation Area proposals are given the
go-ahead.
In terms of planning control, this should be through a single mechanism of the County Planning
process, supported by the Local Plan and existing conservation area which already gives
enough protection to the town’s history.
The report is based on a totally wrong premise. It states in section 1.8: “The following issues
have been identified with the existing conservation area boundary: The boundary is very tightly
drawn, with an emphasis on the 17th to 19th century commercial core of the town.” That is not
an “issue” - is a very positive commendable point and it should remain so.
Another bullet point: “It (the existing conservation area) does not take account of the historic
street layouts, widths and plot sizes, and also the spaces between and surrounding the town,
all of which are clear indications of the town’s medieval roots.” I completely disagree. The
existing conservation area encompasses the great majority of the historic plots and any that
are not included would add nothing to the overall impression of the historical development.
Most of the spaces surrounding the town centre have been recently developed to obliterate
any evidence of any medieval heritage.
With regard to some of the specific proposals in the document: “4.2 …It is proposed that the
conservation area boundary is extended West from Oldgate….” and the third bullet point: “The
houses lining the approach to the North are not particularly architecturally interesting in
themselves….” Therefore they should NOT be included in the conservation area! Conservation
status should be limited to really important and unique buildings.
Chapter 9: Proposed Area of Change 8: Manchester Street, Dacre Street and Howard Road.
"9.2 In this area, it is proposed that the conservation area is extended east to Dark Lane, to
include Dacre Street…….Cottingwood Lane. The reasons for these proposed changes are:
The area is located in the heart of the historic core of the conservation area, with strong visual
and physical connections to it” What complete rubbish!! Far from having strong connections,
the area is separated from the present conservation area by a retail park style development of
shops (Home Bargains, Pets at Home, Next and LIDL), large car parks, the new bus station
with wide turning area and the new Sandersons Arcade development. Any vestige of the
historical layout in this part of town has long since been obliterated. An incidental point is that
the Sandersons Arcade development is identified in the Appraisal document as mid-20th
century whereas of course it is of 21st century construction, completed in 2010. The fact that
the authors of the report could make such a glaring error raise doubts about the accuracy of
the rest of that document. And how did that not get picked up by the Councils before the report
was adopted?
With regard to the built form in this area, the two terraces of houses on the south side of Dacre
Street do not exhibit any particular features not found on thousands of such houses around the
country: they have no “special character, worthy of preservation” which the report cites as the
objective of conservation status. Neither are they examples of quality construction: they are
built on sand with totally inadequate foundations. To the north only two older houses remain,
the rest of the buildings are all of modern construction: Wellway surgery, Wellway Court, St
James Place, Dacre Court and a car park! Not the stuff for a conservation area!
I therefore strongly object to this area being included in any extension to the conservation area
and though I get the impression from Dr Best’s email to me that the Council has already made
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Comment
up its mind to implement the recommendations of the Consultant’s report, you should at least
exclude the ‘Area 8’ proposed extension."
In summary, I am appalled that the Town Council have spent so much money over such a long
time and got so far with this project without residents being even made aware that it was
happening. Now that it has belatedly been made public I note that there are a lot of objections
particularly to the ‘Area 8’ proposal and hope that these will be listened to before any final
decision.

Table 11.3: Summary of BH Planning & Design comments
No.

Outcome Sought and Justification

1

The proposal to include the former Morpeth Police Station site in the Conservation Area fails to recognise the significant
changes to the site that will occur as a result of the implementation of the planning permission granted in November
2020 (ref: 17/02588/FUL). Indeed, it appears that the LUC Report has failed to have regard to the planning permission
now in place to redevelop the site. Whilst it is accepted that this may be because the permission was granted on 27th
November 2020 after the LUC Report was published (18th November 2020) this is significant as the Conservation
Boundary Review appears to have been undertaken on the basis of development “existing” on the site on or before 18th
November 2020 rather than in the context of the proposed site redevelopment that has now been consented.
This conclusion is supported by there being no reference to planning application ref: 17/02588/FUL in the LUC Report
which is a significant omission given that the application was lodged with the Local Planning Authority as far back as
August 2017. It represents a major development proposal within the proposed revised Morpeth Conservation Area
boundary with the result being that the Conservation Area boundary appraisal exercise is potentially flawed as it has
failed to have regard to what is now an extant planning permission that has the potential to significantly alter the
conclusions of the boundary review once implemented

2

The redevelopment of the site will result in approximately 75% of the former Police Station complex of buildings being
demolished and replaced by purpose built residential dwellings. This is shown in Figure 3 below with the extent of
demolition being highlighted in red. This will transform the character of the site from that forming part of a “civic complex”
of buildings to one that forms part of a predominately residential area. It is submitted that the civic complex justification
for the inclusion of the former Police Station within the revised Conservation Area boundary is therefore no longer
relevant from either a land use or urban design perspective. It is recognised that the main body of the former Police
Station will be retained, however this will be converted to a residential building and will be significantly altered. The
cumulative effect will be that the civic complex justification for the inclusion of the site within the Conservation Area
identified in the LUC Report is no longer sustainable.

3

The justification for inclusion of the site within the Conservation Area refers to: “…..this part of the conservation area’s
role as a seat of authority in the town. They [existing buildings] also exert a notable influence over the character of this
part of the conservation area, imparting a strong sense of time-depth by reminding us of the important role that the town
has played over the centuries as an administrative centre for the region.”
The changes in the area referred to above challenge this justification with the area now being heavily characterised by
residential properties. The sentiment behind this justification is nevertheless significant and clearly relevant in the context
of the Grade II* listed Court House building. However, the former Police Station building is much less dominant in the
townscape and has less value as a heritage asset. It is further noted that this rationale was not a reason for inclusion of
the Morpeth Police Station complex in the Morpeth Conservation Area when it was originally designated in 1970. Indeed,
at that time it did have a very strong operational role as a key administrative centre for the region when the buildings on
the site operated as such (Northumberland County Constabulary, County Court House etc). No reason is provided in the
LUC Report as to why this is now a justification for the proposed inclusion of the site in the Conservation Area when it
was not considered to be a justification when the Conservation Area was originally designated. It is contended that this
justification at that time would have been far more relevant than it is today following the demise of the civic functions.

4

Development permitted under application ref: 17/02588/FUL includes significant areas of hard and soft landscaping. This
in itself will have a significant impact on the character and appearance of the area and, importantly, on the relationship
between retained and proposed new buildings. The fundamental change is that it will act to soften and mitigate the urban
character and integrate development into the townscape. This will act to change the character of the area and decrease
visual linkages and interconnections between development that was previously a much more interconnected civic
complex of buildings. This change in character reduces the justification for inclusion of the former Police Station site in
the Conservation Area. These changes will reinforce other changes to the character of the area resulting from other
planning permissions including the significant car parking areas permitted in connection with the Court House
redevelopment scheme which will act to import further degrees of severance and visual disconnection between existing
(original) structures and buildings in the area.

5

The changes that have occurred to the former Police Station site combined with other changes in the area mean that the
site fails the test set out in paragraph 186 of the NPPF for inclusion in the Conservation Area. This is because changes
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to the site which will result from the implementation of planning permission ref: 17/02588/FUL mean that the “special
architectural or historic interest” of the site will be reduced significantly. To include it in the proposed revised Morpeth
Conservation Area would therefore devalue its overall special interest.

6

Planning permission ref: 17/02588/FUL includes significant refurbishment of existing buildings and construction of new
buildings. An example of the design for the permitted new building is shown in Figure 4 overleaf which is an elevational
drawing of permitted Block J in the scheme. This is clearly a development of modern residential character and, whilst
engaging a high-quality design to make a positive contribution to the townscape, when constructed this building will be
located within the Conservation Area under the boundary revisions currently being proposed. It is noted that the recently
constructed ageing persons accommodation on the south bank of the River Wansbeck at Telford Bridge (shown at
Figure 5 overleaf) is omitted from the revised Conservation Area boundary. This is despite it exhibiting a similar design to
that permitted for the former Police Station site under planning permission ref: 17/02588/FUL and part of the site
(frontage onto the A192) being within the original Conservation Area boundary designated in 1970. The proposed
approach of excluding the recent ageing persons development from the revised Conservation Area boundary is therefore
inconsistent and could be addressed by removal of the former Police Station site from the revised Conservation Area as
requested. In a similar vein it is noted that the former Goose Hill School and Gas House Lane sites are omitted which
have recently been demolished and are to be the subject of redevelopment.

Table 11.4: Posts made via Facebook
Area

Comment

None specified

Does this mean I won't be able to install a plastic door on my house?
Responses to comment:
–

There are actually UPVC products that the conservation officer will pass. UPVC window replacements are
permitted in conservation areas as long as their appearance does not differ considerably from the original
window design. Your new windows need to look as close to the original design as possible. Or you can just
keep your draughty, rattley, high maintenance old wooden sash windows and pay to heat people outside!

–

You can still change your door in a Conservation Area to uPVC without PP/LBC-CONS as long as there isn’t an
‘Article 4 Direction’ in place

4 – Riverside

The sad thing is that half of the town centre is now car parking. A nice discreet multi story car park would have allowed
much of the town centre to be renovated. The destruction started many years ago and is still continuing with the
demolition of Greystoke, goose Hill school, the lovely building next to the library and many more.

None specified

This consultation will affect residents of Morpeth Town Centre including Dacre Street, Howard Terrace, Manchester
Street and many more. Click on the interactive map to see if you are included. They’ve not made it easy for residents to
have a say using the interactive system especially the elderly as commenting is really difficult and not user friendly.

None specified

The report and the Conservation Area Appraisal are available in PDF form and in hard copy - message me for either of
these. If it was not for lockdown, there would be a full drop in session and more at the Town Hall. Written responses are
very welcome and there is no intention to make responding difficult.
Responses to comment:

None specified

–

A quick question [name removed by LUC]. This appears to be an assessment by Morpeth Town Council and
LUC. It is my understanding the Local Planning Authority (Northumberland County Council) have the authority
to review and amend Conservation Areas, not Town or Parish Councils. Please can you confirm the purpose
and weight to be afforded to this report and consultation? Many thanks

–

The commitment to undertake an Appraisal and a boundary review were identified actions in the
Neighbourhood Plan, which is why MTC are doing it. NCC as the planning authority adopted the completed
Appraisal in June (and now being used by NCC planning officers) and the NCC Conservation Officers are
working with us on this current review. We expect NCC to adopt any boundary changes once the current
review is complete and adopted by MTC - hopefully before the elections next May.

I only stumbled across this consultation on Morpeth History Matters. I am astounded that it hasn’t been more widely
publicised. The romantic notion of living in a Conservation Area sounds lovely, however the implications for the
homeowners and businesses who are within the area are huge and far reaching. When I have looked at the consultation
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it seems to discuss the aims of the scheme but there is no mention of the actual implications for building owners in the
area. If there is nothing to hide, why have the effects not been openly discussed? The huge costs and restrictions which
will be imposed upon homeowners have not been disclosed. I appreciate that this year has caused difficulties with drop
in sessions etc but with the launch of the vaccine next week it is likely that some semblance of normality will return next
year. In view of this, it is unwise, and perhaps underhand, to rush through this consultation in a hurry. Many of the
residents affected by this proposed change are elderly and less likely to interact via social media, and therefore excluded
if this is the only publicity that the proposals are receiving. Would it not seem sensible to write to those properties that fall
within the proposed areas to ensure that all affected parties are well informed?
Responses to comment:

2 – High
Stanners

–

This is not new. The town centre has been a conservation area since 1970, so the impact on development
should be well understood. So we are not discussing the principle of a conservation area merely its extent.

–

I am well aware of the existing conservation area in Morpeth - so much so, that when I have bought two
properties in Morpeth in recent years, I have ensured that they were outside the conservation area due to my
concerns about the restrictions which the area may cause. It is a little presumptive to expect people who
currently live outside the conservation area to fully understand the impact of the areas. One of my concerns is
that the impact, positive or negative, has not been fully explained to those who will be affected. Morpeth is a
beautiful town and I wholeheartedly support the preservation of the character of the town. I was horrified when
Castle Howard on Dacre Street was demolished to build modern apartments, and likewise with Greystoke on
De Merley Road, but surely the people who will be affected deserve to be fully informed about the likely
implications for them. Otherwise, how can they make a reasoned decision regarding their support or objection
to the proposals?

–

I live in the affected area and have no concerns at all. These changes, if implemented, only mean that some
external works to properties will need planning consent or other permission whereas previously they may not
have, including works to trees. It may create an extra hurdle or cost if you're planning work to your house but
that is only to help preserve the character of the area, probably being one of the reasons you chose to live
there in the first place. I don't mind because of that benefit, and houses added to conservation areas tend to
increase in value... For more information see: [link to NCC webpage on Conservation Areas.

Why does ‘area 2’ stop at the High Stanners flood wall? There are some fine properties running from the
‘Riverside/Mulan’ area up to and opposite the ‘steppies’. Surely their inclusion in the proposed conservation area would
be a benefit to their conservation. Just a thought & not a criticism.
Responses to comment:

2 – High
Stanners

–

the report suggests that the residential buildings on High Stanners i) are not part of the same conservation
story as the town centre and ii) do not retain very many original architectural features. You are very welcome to
make a counter case in your response. Personally I think we have a couple of residential areas that merit
separate conservation areas.

–

Thanks [named removed by LUC]. I’m pleased you say ‘suggests’ because that’s all the report does. It doesn’t
seem to quantify its‘ suggestions!

An interesting question would be the omission of properties along Abbey Terrace and Abbey View. These are of
architectural value and provide the frontage to the River Wansbeck. and that of the High Stanners along this route. Worth
people’s consideration. Many thanks for your continued posts.
Response to comment:
– please do make a case for their inclusion in your consultation response
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Private and Confidential
Ms Tracy Bell
Town Clerk
Morpeth Town Council
Market Place
Morpeth
Northumberland
NE61 1LZ

Your Reference:
Our Reference: NCC/MTC/02
Enquiries to: Kelly Angus
Email: kelly.angus@northumberland.gov.uk
Date: 18 March 2021

Dear Ms Bell,
Re: Morpeth Community Governance Review
I write further to your letter of 25th January 2021, I apologise for the delay in responding to you
formally. As you are aware, following my email correspondence with you that there have been a
number of issues that I needed to review before providing a collective response on behalf of the
Council’s functions namely Electoral Services, Democratic Services and seeking advice from the
Deputy Monitoring Officers.
You state within your letter that the matter was discussed at Morpeth Town Council’s Full Council
meeting on 20th of January 2021 and that the Council have raised a number of concerns regarding
the processes followed and the subsequent outcome. You have posed some specific questions to
the Council and for the avoidance of doubt I have provided a response to each of these matters
raised with Northumberland County Council as below:
In carrying out any Community Governance Review a principal authority such as the
Council is required under section 93 of the Local Government and Public Involvement in
Health Act 2007 to ensure that community governance within the area under review will be
•
•
•
•

Reflective of the identities and interests of the community in the relevant areas and
Effective and convenient
When considering the statutory criteria referred to in paragraph 14.1 of the report
immediately above Government guidance outlines that principal councils should take into
account a number of influential factors including:
The size, population and boundaries of a local parish

Can you please supply the Council with a copy of the Governance Review Process
Policy/Procedures which were followed by NCC, as this is a Statutory Process then it must
be transparent, so the paper trail of analysis of consultation responses leading to reasons
for officer recommendations should be available and published. What recourse does the
Town Council have if it is not satisfied with the processes followed, is there an appeals
process? If so, can you please supply a copy.

Kelly Angus, Executive Director of HR/OD
County Hall, Morpeth, Northumberland, NE61 2EF
T: 01670 623134 E: kelly.angus@northumberland.gov.uk
www.northumberland.gov.uk

The process of a Community Governance Review is laid out in paragraph 7 of the Council report,
as follows:•
•
•
•
•
•

A press release was issued in the local newspaper,
A notice and news item published on the County Council website.
Each Parish Council was consulted directly by letter.
Each Parish Council was supplied with electronic copies of the consultation documents to
be published on their websites.
Each Parish Clerk was supplied with public notices to put up around their parishes.
The Division County Councillors, Councillors J. Beynon, D. Bawn, D. Towns, H.G.H.
Sanderson and R. Wearmouth, were each consulted directly by letter.

The statutory guidance for carrying out Community Governance Reviews is attached for
information. There is no appeal process however in line with Section 5, it may be requested that
the County Council considers an earlier review or shorter term for the Parish Council polls which
would give a shorter term of office to those due to be elected in May 2021 for example and then a
further CGR could be conducted at the earliest in March 2023.
You state that ‘Where the Order makes only minor boundary changes to existing parishes it
can come into force at any time. Please can you define what constitutes minor changes?
There were no objections to the Hebron boundary change. Mitford proposals have been
refused. The changes to the Stobhill ward are not extensive. Can you please advise exactly
how many the proposal will actual effect? What is the definition of many in this context?

The changes identified within the Community Governance Review have been considered in their
entirety and it was deemed, following legal advice and reference to the model community
governance reorganisation order guidance, that the changes as requested were not minor in
nature.

Why is it that the electors can’t be notified with immediate effect therefore giving plenty of
time before 1st April?

The changes were clearly articulated as taking effect from May 2025 at the full council meeting in
January 2021 and this was considered by full Council in accordance with the attached guidance.

Why have NCC repeatedly advised the Town Council that they were working to an
achievable timetable to be implemented in 2021?
I understand from discussions with Democratic Services that Morpeth Town Council, first made an
informal approach to the County Council suggesting a Community Governance Review in October
Kelly Angus, Executive Director of HR/OD
County Hall, Morpeth, Northumberland, NE61 2EF
T: 01670 623134 E: kelly.angus@northumberland.gov.uk
www.northumberland.gov.uk

2017. At that time, Democratic Services have confirmed that they indicated that a 2021 timescale
was reasonable. A formal submission was not made to Northumberland County Council until July
2019 and the formal consultation period ran from January 2020 and ended on 28 February 2020.
There were some complexities with the CGR and a slight delay in obtaining some legal advice in
relation to the Covid-19 pandemic however it was made clear by Cllr Oliver presenting the report
for consideration at full council in January 2021 that following further legal advice being obtained
that any changes would take place from May 2025 as the changes that were to be made were not
considered to be minor. All County Councillors received the report and were consulted to state
whether they were in favour or objected to the proposals, including those who are also Councillors
of Morpeth Town Council. Only one County Councillor responded to the consultation letter and this
individual is not a Councillor of Morpeth Town Council. No objections relating to the timescale of
May 2025 for implementation were raised within the full council meeting which took place in
January 2021.
The proposed changes covered the divisions of four CC members. The Two Councillors
who are members of the Town Council declared interests and did not participate in the
debate. Although it is noted that the Council Leader declared an interest and did not take
part in the vote, why was his objection highlighted in the report specifically?

Cllr Sanderson, the Council Leader’s objection was highlighted in the report specifically as he was
the only County Councillor who responded formally to the consultation letter issued by the County
Council.

Why was MTC not invited or allowed to participate in the debate? The protocols from the
planning process, which one would have thought would be comparable, gives both
proposers, objectors and parish or town councils an opportunity to present their case.
It is not and never has been the Council's policy to allow public speaking on Community
Governance Review items and this was the case in relation to this CGR considered by full council
in January 2021. There was a wide consultation process to which many responses were
received. The Town Council and Parishes were all invited to comment as part of the consultation
process and were afforded an opportunity to make their views known and they did. All of this
information was available to Councillors. For completeness, I can confirm that both Mitford and
Hepscott Parish Councils asked to speak at the meeting and were also refused.

What will be the impact of the implementation if the elections are delayed from May 2021?
This is not the case and elections are proceeding for May 2021.
I hope the above clarifies the points that you have raised, however if you have any further queries,
please do not hesitate to contact me.

Kelly Angus, Executive Director of HR/OD
County Hall, Morpeth, Northumberland, NE61 2EF
T: 01670 623134 E: kelly.angus@northumberland.gov.uk
www.northumberland.gov.uk

Yours sincerely,

Kelly Angus
Executive Director of HR/OD, Deputy Chief Executive
Copied to:
Lesley Bennett, Senior Democratic Services Officer
Karon Hadfield, Democratic Services Manager
Jackie Roll, General Manager
Mark Crawford, Service Manager – Elections
Helen Lancaster, Legal Services Manger
Daljit Lally, Chief Executive

Kelly Angus, Executive Director of HR/OD
County Hall, Morpeth, Northumberland, NE61 2EF
T: 01670 623134 E: kelly.angus@northumberland.gov.uk
www.northumberland.gov.uk

Appendix F
Reports re Outside Organisations
Organisations
Morpeth and District Chamber of Trade
Hunter Memorial Homes
Millennium Green

Councillor
Jack Gebhard
Johnny Wearmouth
Les Cassie

Morpeth Heritage Network

Alison Byard

Greater Morpeth Development Trust

Joao Parreira
Alison Byard (Trustee until
Sept 2021)

Hollon Trust

Markets Advisory Group

Nic Best

Town and Parish Liaison
NCC Local Area Council

Nic Best
J Gebhard / A Tebbutt

Report
Nil report received.
Nil report received.
Nil report received.
Met 3rd March on Zoom and discussed:
• MTC, NCC and other developments in Morpeth and Hepscott
• Conservation Area review consultation
• News from member groups
• On-line offering for Gathering on 10th April
• 75th year of Morpeth Antiquarian Society, first newsletter, zoom
programme of meetings
• Staff changes and draft programme at GMDT
Nil report received.
No meetings needed yet. Finances healthy. Continue to regularly contact
our annuitants and support those in need.
The Wednesday and Farmers Markets have continued through lockdown
with food & drink (essential retail) stalls only. A programme on markets is
being planned for the year, as restrictions are expected to relax.
The Wednesday market will continue weekly and the Farmers Market on the
first Saturday of each month except January.
The Street Food Market will restart on 24th April and will be held on the
fourth Saturday of every month through to Christmas.
A Mini Food Festival is planned for 8th & 9th May.
The main Food & Drink Festival is being scheduled for 2nd & 3rd October, but
it is not certain what format will be possible.
Similarly, Christmas Markets are being scheduled for 20th & 21st November
and 11th & 12th December.
There has been no meeting since the last MTC Full Council.
Nil report received.

Appendix G
County Councillor Updates
Cllrs D Bawn, R Wearmouth and J Beynon gave the following updates:
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Various works undertaken on footpaths and estate roads across the Kirkhill ward
including but not limited to Crawhall Crescent, Westfield, Postern Crescent and
Abbey Meadows.
Schools have returned. Cllr Wearmouth noted that Goose Hill have done a
brilliant job of making it an exciting experience for all children with balloons and
all sorts out to make it a welcoming environment.
Work has started on the leisure centre at Gas House Lane and the teams are
now on site. The council has worked to secure access for those parking in town
to the private gas house lane car park whilst the work on the leisure centre
progresses.
Work is continuing on County Hall with the front of house works now well
underway.
Successful pavement repairs are continuing, and the works to the pavements on
Howard Road have been completed using paving slabs to be more in keeping
with the area, Cllr Bawn managed to obtain additional funding for this job to
facilitate this.
The flags to flex programme is now continuing on Lancaster Park with works to
the central path starting this week.
Major pavement works are taking place on 2nd Avenue, Stobhill, through the
LTP.
Cllr Beynon has put in a request for repainting of the crossing on Shields Road
and the keep clear road markings at the entrance to Rectory Park, both will be
done as highways safety.
Cllr Beynon has also talked to Officers about reducing the speed to 20MPH
including new signage on the road down over the crossing from Coopies Lane
passed Kensington Cottages. Officers are also conducting a survey on speed
from the Stobhill roundabout passed Green Lane.

